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Abstract
We have recently observed a convergence of technologies to foster the
emergence of lifelogging as a mainstream activity. Computer storage
has become significantly cheaper, and advancements in sensing tech-
nology allows for the efficient sensing of personal activities, locations
and the environment. This is best seen in the growing popularity of the
quantified self movement, in which life activities are tracked using wear-
able sensors in the hope of better understanding human performance
in a variety of tasks. This review aims to provide a comprehensive sum-
mary of lifelogging, to cover its research history, current technologies,
and applications. Thus far, most of the lifelogging research has focused
predominantly on visual lifelogging in order to capture life details of
life activities, hence we maintain this focus in this review. However,
we also reflect on the challenges lifelogging poses to an information
retrieval scientist. This review is a suitable reference for those seek-
ing a information retrieval scientist’s perspective on lifelogging and the
quantified self.
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1
Introduction
Lifelogging represents a phenomenon whereby people can digitally
record their own daily lives in varying amounts of detail, for a vari-
ety of purposes. In a sense it represents a comprehensive “black box”
of a human’s life activities and may offer the potential to mine or infer
knowledge about how we live our lives. As with all new technologies
there are early adopters, the extreme lifeloggers, who attempt to record
as much of life into their “black box” as they can. While many may not
want to have such a fine-grained and detailed black box of their lives,
these early adopters, and the technologies that they develop, will have
more universal appeal in some form, either as a scaled-down version
for certain applications or as a full lifelogging activity in the years to
come.
Lifelogging may offer benefits to content-based information re-
trieval, contextual retrieval, browsing, search, linking, summarisation
and user interaction. However, there are challenges in managing,
analysing, indexing and providing content-based access to streams of
multimodal information derived from lifelog sensors which can be noisy,
error-prone and with gaps in continuity due to sensor calibration or fail-
ure. The opportunities that lifelogging offers are based on the fact that
2
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a lifelog, as a black box of our lives, offers rich contextual information,
which has been an Achilles heel of information discovery. If we know a
detailed context of the user (for example, who the user is, where she is
and has been recently, what she is doing now and has done, who she is
with, etc. . . ) then we could leverage this context to develop more useful
tools for information access; see the recent FNTIR review of Contex-
tual Information Retrieval, Melucci (2012). This valuable contextual
information provided by lifelogging to the field of information retrieval
has received little research attention to date.
Before we outline the content of this review we will introduce and
define what we mean by lifelogging, discuss who lifelogs and why they
do so, and then introduce some of the applications and core topics in
the area.
1.1 Terminology, definitions and memory
There is no universal or agreed definition of lifelogging and there are
many activities which are referred to as lifelogging, each producing
some form of a lifelog data archive. Some of the more popular of these
activities include quantified-self analytics1, lifeblogs, lifeglogs, personal
(or human) digital memories, lifetime stores, the human black box, and
so on.
In choosing an appropriate definition, we refer to the description of
lifelogging by Dodge and Kitchin (2007), where lifelogging is referred to
as“a form of pervasive computing, consisting of a unified digital record
of the totality of an individual’s experiences, captured multi-modally
through digital sensors and stored permanently as a personal multime-
dia archive”. The unified digital record uses multi-modally captured
data which has been gathered, stored, and processed into semantically
meaningful and retrievable information and has been made accessible
through an interface, which can potentially support a wide variety of
use-cases, as we will describe later.
A key aspect of this definition is that the lifelog should strive to
record a totality of an individual’s experiences. Currently, it is not
1http://quantifiedself.com
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possible to actually record the totality of an individual’s experiences,
due to limitations in sensor hardware. However, we take on-board the
spirit of this definition and for the remainder of this review, we assume
that lifelogging attempts to capture a detailed trace of an individuals
actions. Therefore, much of the lifelogging discussion in this review is
concerned with multimodal sensing, including wearable cameras which
have driven many first generation lifelogging efforts.
Because lifelogging is an emergent area2, it is full of terminology
that is not well considered and defined. Therefore, for the purposes of
this discussion, we regard the lifelogging process as having the following
three core elements:
• Lifelogging is the process of passively gathering, processing, and
reflecting on life experience data collected by a variety of sen-
sors, and is carried out by an individual, the lifelogger. The life
experience data is mostly based on wearable sensors which di-
rectly sense activities of the person, though sometimes data from
environmental sensors or other informational sensors can be in-
corporated into the process;
• A Lifelog is the actual data gathered. It could reside on a per-
sonal hard drive, in the cloud or in some portable storage device.
The lifelog could be as simple as a collection of photos, or could
become as large and complex as a lifetime of wearable sensory
output (for example, GPS location logs or accelerometer activity
traces);
• A Surrogate Memory is akin to a digital library, it is the data from
the lifelog and the associated software to organise and manage
lifelog data. This is the key challenge for information retrieval, to
develop a new generation of retrieval technologies that operates
over such enormous new data archives. Given the term surrogate
memory, we must point out that this does not imply any form of
cognitive processes taking place, rather it is simply the digital li-
2Although lifelogging has been around for several decades in various forms, it
has only recently become popular.
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brary for lifelog data, which heretofore has been typically focused
on maintaining a list of events or episodes from life;
It is important to consider that lifelogging is typically carried out
ambiently or passively without the lifelogger having to initiate any-
thing. There have been a number of dedicated individuals who are
willing to actively try to log the totality of their lives, but these are
still in the very significant minority. For example, Richard Buckmin-
ster Fuller manually logged every 15 minutes of activity from 1920 until
1983, into a scrapbook called the Dymaxion Chronofile, as described
in Fuller et al. (2008). More recently Gordon Bell’s MyLifeBits project,
Bell and Gemmell (2007) combined active and passive logging by using
wearable cameras and capturing real-world information accesses. An-
other example of active logging is Nick Feltron’s Reporter app, which
allows an individual to manually log whatever life activity they wish
in as much detail as they desire. Reporter will periodically remind the
user to ’report’ on the current activities.
While such dedicated lifelogging is currently atypical, most of us
often explicitly record aspects of our lives such as taking photos at
a social event. In such cases there is a conscious decision to take the
picture and we pose and smile for it. Lifelogging is different, in that by
default it is always-on unless it is explicitly switched off and it operates
in a passive manner. Therefore the process of lifelogging generates large
volumes of data, much of it repetitive.Thus the contents of the lifelog
are not just the deliberately posed photographs at the birthday party,
but the lifelog also includes records of everything the individual has
done, all day (and sometimes all night), including the mundane and
habitual.
Compare this to the recently popular field of quantified self ana-
lytics. Quantified self is considered to be a movement to incorporate
technology into data acquisition on aspects of a person’s daily life in
terms of inputs (e.g. food consumed, quality of surrounding air), states
(e.g. mood, arousal, blood oxygen levels), and performance (mental and
physical). While there is a level of ambiguity in terms of the cross-over
between quantified self and lifelogging, this review assumes that the
key difference between lifelogging and quantified self analytics is that
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quantified self is a domain-focused effort at logging experiences (e.g.
exercise levels, healthcare indicators) with a understanding of the key
goals of the effort, whereas lifelogging is a more indiscriminate logging
of the totality of life experience where the end use-cases and insights
will not all be understood or known at the outset of lifelogging.
Considering how to organise these vast lifelog data archives, we
believe that lifelog data should be structured in a manner somewhat
similar to how the brain stores memories. While a debate on human
memory models is beyond the scope of this review, we select the Cohen
and Conway (2008) model of human memory due to the fact that many
other memory scientists who have ventured into the application of lifel-
ogging; for example Doherty et al. (2012); Pauly-Takacs et al. (2011);
Silva et al. (2013), all refer to this model. Cohen and Conway’s model
suggests that the memory of specific events and experiences should be
called our episodic memory. It is autobiographical and personal, and
can be used to recall dates, times, places, people, emotions and other
contextual facts. Our semantic memory is different and is our record
of knowledge, facts about the real world, meanings and concepts that
we have acquired over time. While our episodic memory is personal,
our semantic memory is shared with others and is independent of our
own personal experiences or emotions since its contents can stand alone
and are abstract. It is suggested that our semantic memory is generally
derived from our episodic memory in the process that is learning new
facts or knowledge from our own personal experiences, as described in
Cohen and Conway (2008) For lifelogging, much of the focus thus far
has been on supporting and generating surrogates of episodic memory.
Based on such a model, one would consider a typical day being seg-
mented into a series of events of various durations. Figure 1.1 shows
a timeline of a day with events represented by an image and various
metadata sources. Dressing and self-grooming, preparing food, eating,
travel on a bus, watching TV, listening to music, working on a com-
puter, taking part in a meeting, listening to a presentation, doing gar-
dening, going to a gym, and so on, are all examples of everyday events.
Some of these events are regular and repetitive. For example, many of
us eat the same or similar breakfasts each day at approximately the
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same time and in the same place. Going to a movie or attending a party
is probably a rarer occurrence, perhaps weekly or monthly. While de-
bate exists on the formation of human memories, the view presented in
this review is that lifelogging creates a lifelog which is similar to the Co-
hen and Conway (2008) model of episodic memory. A lifelog captures
the “facts” around the episodes in our lives but not their emotional
interpretation.
A lifelog does not typically capture or store semantic memory, so
when we want to know the capital city of Azerbaijan (Baku) or the
winners of the 2000 FA Cup (Chelsea), we don’t ask a lifelog, we go
to Wikipedia or we search the web. As of now, we do not refer to a
lifelog for such semantic facts. Therein lies one of the real challenges in
lifelogging: how to search a lifelog for relevant information given that
the IR techniques we have developed over the last several decades are
developed to search semantic rather than episodic memory. We shall
return to this point later.
Other use-cases of lifelogging are broad and varied, such as the
ability to detect and mine insights from our daily lives, in a Quantified
Self type of analysis. We will return to a detailed discussion of the use-
cases later. Whichever use-cases we employ, in order to maximise the
potential of lifelogging (as with any technology), we should map this
new technology into our lives and develop the technology in support
of, rather than to try to change, our lives around the technology. Thus
at the outset we should ask ourselves what are the characteristics and
structures which form the organisation of our lives where we can use
lifelogging to build upon.
1.2 Motivation
Lifelogging is becoming more accessible to everyone due to data capture
becoming more feasible and the availability of inexpensive data storage
technologies. Gordon Bell from Microsoft was one of the first to fully
embrace digitising his life as part of the MyLifeBits project (Gemmell
et al. (2002, 2006)) at Microsoft Research and this helped raise the
profile of lifelogging. Lifelogging alone can generate large volumes of
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Figure 1.1: An event timeline showing key images with associated metadata from
a lifelog.
data on a per person basis and a sense of this can be found when we
examine the amount of information in the world in general, and also in
our own personal lives, as recently discussed in The Economist (2010).
When we factor in the possibilities of linking our personal lifelogs with
“external data” in order to semantically enrich our lifelogs, then as an
information management task it becomes a challenge to maximise its
potential. Lifelogging is not a new idea, and it is not new in practice
either, but apart from the media coverage generated by projects like
MyLifeBits it has recently become popular for several reasons, including
the following:
1. Computer storage has become incredibly cheap, both on the cloud
or as personal storage. In fact we have seen exponential growth
in disk storage capacity over the lifetime of digital storage;
2. We are seeing advances in sensors for sensing the person as well as
sensing the person’s environment which are making such sensors
cheap, robust and unobtrusive;
3. There is growing social interest in the phenomenon of sens-
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ing and recording oneself, the so-called quantified-self move-
ment. Sometimes this is driven by applications like sports and
health/wellness, other times it is sensing just because we can;
4. We can observe an increased openness to storing and sharing
information about ourselves as can be seen in social networks.
5. New technologies such as Google Glass has brought lifelogging to
the fore as a topic for public discussion.
These contributing factors evolved independently and some came
together with the CARPE (Continuous ARchiving of Personal Expe-
riences) workshop, Gemmell et al. (2004), in 2004 which brought to-
gether for the first time those whom Steve Jobs would have called the
rebels, the square pegs in round holes, people like Steve Mann, Kiy-
oharu Aizawa, Gordon Bell, Jim Gemmell and others. This workshop
in 2004 was the first real gathering of those who previously had been
working independently or in isolation and suddenly as a result there
was a lot of sharing of tools and experiences and lifelogging emerged
as a research area.
While most of the interest in lifelogging is in either the technologies
we can use, or the applications that lifelogging can be usefully used for,
these do represent sizeable challenges in their own right. From an infor-
mation science perspective, lifelogging presents us with huge archives of
personal data, data with no manual annotations, no semantic descrip-
tions, often raw sensor data (sometimes error-some), and the challenge
is to build tools for semantic understanding of this data, in order to
make it usable.
This has similarities to the early days of content-based image re-
trieval, but it is different in that the multimodal sensory information
which forms part of the lifelog can be used to make this an oppor-
tunity for big data analytics. “Big data” is an often mis-used term
and is unfairly associated with huge volumes of information, hence the
use of the term “big”. In fact “big data” isn’t just about volume, it
is equally about veracity (the accuracy and correctness of data which
may have been eroded due to things like calibration drift in sensors),
velocity (the shifting patterns and changes in data over time) and vari-
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ety (the heterogeneous sources from which data is gathered). Big data
is a contemporary problem and is about mining and cross-referencing
information from diverse sources in order to discover new knowledge.
The opportunity with lifelogging is to do this on a personal rather
than on an enterprise level. Personal lifelogging can also be regarded
as a new search challenge, with new use-cases defining new search and
access methodologies, and providing a new opportunity to re-examine
contextual IR, as described recently in Melucci (2012), with new data
sources from lifelogging.
1.3 Who lifelogs and why ?
As with any new technology, there are pioneers of lifelogging like those
mentioned in §1.2, and there are early adopters who take lifelogging
into new applications. These applications exhibit the main advantage
of concentrating on better understanding of an individual’s life inter-
actions, not just their activities on social media or their past search
behaviour on electronic commerce sites or search engines.
However, in order to move beyond this and into a more mainstream
and sustainable contribution to society, lifelogging needs to show suc-
cessful application in different domains. We return to the point regard-
ing lifelogging and quantified self analytics. The question of whether
lifelogging when focused in a narrow domain is actually lifelogging is a
topic for discussion, but as we will describe, the first set of lifelogging
applications that are getting market traction are focused quantified
self applications, perhaps because of the immediate value that can be
mined from the focused data.
At the present time, there are already a large number of such ap-
plications which show successful inclusion of lifelogging technologies
and concepts. Many of these are based around some form of per-
sonalised healthcare or wellness. There are already several relatively
cheap products on the market which log caloric energy expenditure
and types of human physical activity being performed such as the Fit-
Bit OneTMworn as a clip-on device on the belt or trouser pocket, the
Nike FuelBandTMworn as a bracelet, or the LarkTM, also worn as a
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bracelet3 These have built-in accelerometers and gyroscopes and with
a fairly simple algorithm employed, can be used to count the number of
steps the wearer takes in a day. They are quite accurate at measuring
some activities like walking but not so good for other activities like
cycling, contact sports or swimming. They are popular because they
provide real-time feedback to the user on their physical performance
or they have been embedded into a gamification model and integrated
with social network thereby allowing for league tables and comparisons
against the self and against peers is used to incentivise exercise or even
change behaviour, Barua et al. (2013).
Monitoring sleep patterns and quality has also become a consumer-
level product in recent times. These sense even the most minute move-
ments we make when we pass through the various stages of the circadian
rhythm as we sleep and from that they can compute an indicator of
sleep quality. Given our recent realisation of the importance of sleep as
a health indicator as well as its all-round restorative properties, its no
surprise that a market has quickly grown up around this. Sleep sensing
devices are typically made up of a combination of accelerometers and
gyroscopes, fabricated onto a small, self-contained device worn on the
wrist which detects, logs and stores timestamped movement informa-
tion. Alternatively, there are apps on smartphones which do the same
thing but not as accurately and there is a technology which emits low-
power radio waves and measures its refraction as we breathe or move,
its advantage being that it is contactless and it is built into a device
marketed as the Renew SleepClock from Gear4.
Healthcare self-monitoring has other, more significant applications
besides a desire for personal analytics. Smoking cessation, diet moni-
toring for weight loss or tracking sugar intake for monitoring diabetes
all have apps to record our activity, some of them to record manually
and some semi-automatically. Moving to fully automatic applications,
these become very challenging, because even with wearable cameras, it
is difficult to automatically sense and detect what you eat and it is easy
to cheat such a system. Hence most of these apps use manual lifelog-
3http://www.fitbit.com, http://www.nike.com/fuelband and http://www.
lark.com respectively.
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Figure 1.2: A Location Lifelog of one of the authors over a period of approximately
one month in early 2014. This log was gathered automatically by the Openpaths
app and uploaded to a web service, where the data can be shared with research
projects.
ging techniques to record activities which are subsequently presented
to the wearer as a memory from the recent past to remind him/her to
manually log any missed activities.
There is also recent progress in the area of location logging, whereby
apps on a smartphone make use of the inbuilt sensors to log the move-
ments of an individual. This may be for social purposes (e.g. Foursquare
checkins), for fitness purposes (any exercise mapping app), or just for
lifelogging purposes (e.g. the OpenPaths app). An example of the lo-
cation log for one of the authors over a one month period is shown in
Figure 1.2.
However, we do note a recent movement of technology away from
the focused quantified self analytics towards the idea of the totality
of life experience. The Moves and SAGA smartphone apps capture
in a non-visual manner all life activities (locations, activities) of the
individual and present them in a basic version of a lifelog.
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Recently introduced hardware devices such as the OMG Autogra-
pher and the Narrative Clip (to be discussed later) bring the idea of the
capture of the totality of life experiences one step closer. Such cameras
capture thousands of images per day from the wearer’s viewpoint and
will enable a new suite of true lifelogging technologies. One such exam-
ple is triggering recall of recent memories; an application of lifelogging
where the detailed lifelog acts as a memory prosthesis, thereby provid-
ing support for people with Alzheimer’s or other forms of dementia. It
is well-known in memory science that experiences from the past can be
spontaneously re-lived based on a trigger such as an image, smell, sound
or a physical object, as presented in Hamilakis and Labanyi (2008). Ex-
amples might be the smell of a pine tree which can remind a person
of Christmas or a even specific Christmas from their childhood. Sim-
ilarly, re-living recent experiences from a lifelog, such as the ordinary
things that happened during a given day, can induce spontaneous recall,
known as Proustian recall, which is discussed in Stix (2011). There have
been several studies reported using visual lifelogging devices, which log
and then re-play a given day for a person with memory impairment,
triggering short-term recall of everyday happenings and in this way
opening up cognitive pathways. Berry et al. (2009) describe studies at
Addenbrooks hospital in Cambridge, UK that show measurable effects
of replaying a day’s activities for memory rehabilitation.
Yet while we can record a given day in very fine detail, using lifelogs
for the detection of longer-term cognitive decline or gradual behaviour
change, for example, is far more difficult because of the variations in
our daily activities; put simply, there is no such thing as a normal day
in our lives, as described in Doherty et al. (2011a).
There is also potential for lifelogging technologies to be used by
organisations as a means of recording/logging the activities of em-
ployees, for various reasons, such as logging employee activities for
legal/historical reasons, replacing manual record taking, logging infor-
mation access activities as in Kumpulainen et al. (2009), or potentially
as a new technology to support aspects of what Stein (1995) refer to as
organisational memory. The idea here is to automatically capture pro-
cedures and processes for everyday activities in the workplace. While
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this tends to have more success for office environments where we log
digital activities (web usage, emails, document accesses) rather than
physical ones, there are examples of recent work with healthcare work-
ers in clinical practice who have to log their work and record their
clinical notes at the end of a shift, Kumpulainen et al. (2009), as well
as lifelogging for other job-specific tasks, Fleck and Fitzpatrick (2006).
Lifelogging has also been used in market research, targeting novel qual-
itative analysis based on analysis of subjects’ lifelogs and the amount
of exposure they have to advertisements, Hughes et al. (2012).
Therefore, we can see that there are a huge number of applica-
tion areas for lifelogging, though many of them have been driven by
throwing technology at problems rather than having the technology
developed specifically to address the problem. In Chapter 5 we discuss
applications of lifelogging in more detail.
For the remainder of this review, we will focus on the actual im-
plementations of lifelogging that have heretofore been employed by re-
searchers; therefore the focus of the review will be on visual lifelogging
using wearable sensors, that aim to record the totality of an individuals
experiences. We will leave aside descriptions of quantified self analytics
tools and other limited forms of lifelogging.
1.4 Topics in lifelogging
The end-to-end processes of lifelogging and the applications which then
use the lifelog, are complex and involve many challenges and multiple
disciplines. Starting at the beginning and at the hardware level, are the
sensors themselves which, in the case of wearable sensors, need to be ro-
bust and unobtrusive because the human body is a harsh environment
for any kind of sophisticated technology. Robustness is needed because
sensors can be impacted when we bump into things, they can be ex-
posed to high levels of moisture and humidity when we get caught in
the rain or even in bathrooms. They must be tolerant to drift in calibra-
tion and not require re-calibration too often if at all. Wearable sensors
should also be small enough that they do not interfere with our every-
day activities, and they need to have enough battery life to last at least
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a complete day without needing replacement batteries or re-charging.
Energy scavenging is an important topic for wearable sensors and good
progress is being made in this field, as shown in Kansal et al. (2007).
If the wearable sensors log and record data on-board (i.e. no real-time
upload) then they need enough storage capacity that data uploads are
not required for several days ideally, and if they upload data wirelessly
then they need to be able to take advantage of networks that come
into range or to partake in ad-hoc networking. If the wearable sensors
themselves support real-time upload of data, then this has a negative
impact on battery life.
In terms of software middleware, the raw data captured from het-
erogeneous sensor sources has to be aligned temporally and possibly
spatially as well. This requires more than just transfer from one format
to another and usually needs data cleaning as well as alignment. Data
quality is an important topic in areas as diverse as business informat-
ics, Watson and Wixom (2007), and environmental sensing, Ganeriwal
et al. (2008); O’Connor et al. (2009). In addition, topics such as how
to dynamically compute and utilise the trust and provenance or the
reliability associated with data streams which have all the issues men-
tioned above, come into play. In lifelogging there has been little work
done in this area to date and there is much that can be learned about
data quality, trust and reputation from other fields.
Once sensor data for lifelogs has been gathered, cleaned and aligned,
signal processing is then required to analyse and structure this data.
Heretofore, this as typically been structured into a data unit called
an event, as shown in Figure 1.1. This automatic segmentation into
events is similar to segmentation of video into shots and scenes and
requires structuring personal data into discrete units. A subsequent
phase of mining patterns and the deviations that those patterns can
follow, would allow for the determination of their uniqueness or regu-
larity within the lifelogger’s lifestyle. It is worth noting at this point
that an event is not necessarily the optimal data unit, but it is the
one that has received most attention in research to date. The event
segmentation models described later in this review are to be consid-
ered as early stage models. There is a lot of potential for more flexible
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retrieval units than events to be considered, but as of yet, this has not
yet received much research attention.
This segmentation is then followed by semantic processing whereby
we perform semantic analysis and annotation of data, including (since
we focus on visual lifelogging) an analysis of visual data from wearable
cameras. Ultimately this leads to a semantic enrichment of the lifelog
data at the event level, or at the sub-event level, thereby helping to
construct a rich lifelog.
Once a lifelog is created, we then turn our attention to how to use
it and how to access it. The challenge here is learning what are the
appropriate retrieval models for lifelogs and whether conventional in-
formation retrieval techniques, developed for accessing our equivalents
of semantic memory, can find uses in information retrieval for episodic
memory. Naturally such retrieval models would be based on identified
use-cases, but many of the use-cases for lifelogs are as yet unknown.
We do however have an early indication of use-case categorisations from
the 5R’s of memory access proposed by Sellen and Whittaker (2010),
which are recollecting, reminiscing, retrieving information, reflecting,
and remembering intentions. Each of these five R’s address different
access requirement for lifelogs. Once the use-cases have been defined, it
then becomes important to consider the access methodologies and the
HCI factors. Lifelogging is a topic which, like current and future web
search, needs to support various access mechanisms to address not only
the initial the 5Rs of memory access, but also to develop useful lifel-
ogging tools for the first-generation of lifeloggers. A desktop interface
to a lifelog may be useful to support detailed reflection, quantified-self
style, whereas a mobile or wearable (e.g. Google Glass) interface would
be needed to support real-time recollection or retrieval of information.
Since the use-cases for lifelogging are not yet well defined, the access
mechanisms are yet to be clearly identified, so at this early stage in
lifelogging research, we do need to consider a range of commonly used
access mechanisms.
Given this lightweight summary of just some of the major topics
associated with lifelogging, we can see that it represents a complex set
of challenges, not just the individual challenge areas taken in isolation,
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but the sum of the components into a whole. In the next section we
present a summary of how we have structured the remainder of this
overview of lifelogging.
1.5 Review outline
This review sets out to provide a comprehensive review of lifelogging,
to cover the history of the field, the technologies that are currently
available and the applications for which lifelogging can be used. In the
next chapter we present a history of lifelogging, covering the major
contributors and their impacts, as well as the advances in capture,
storage and access to lifelog data. In Chapter 3, and in particular in §3.1
we give an overview of various lifelogging devices and technologies that
have been employed in the field, for both capture and storage of lifelog
data. Following that, Chapter 4 looks at the challenges in organising
lifelog data with a focus on identifying and annotating or indexing
events. Even though lifelogging generates an autobiographical record of
our episodic memories and information retrieval is traditionally applied
to some form of semantic memory, we believe it is important to look at
how information retrieval techniques have a role in the implementation
of access mechanisms to lifelogs. In Chapter 5 we present a wide range
of applications of lifelogging and in the final chapter we reach some
conclusions, we generate some pointers to future work and we discuss
some of the most significant challenges facing this discipline.
2
Background
2.1 History
In 1945, Vannevar Bush (1945) introduced the world to the concept of
the Memex, a proposal for a hypermedia system which would allow or-
ganising all the knowledge (books, records and communications) a per-
son might accumulate in a lifetime. This would operate as a desk-based
mechanical device with levers and knobs would allow people, specifi-
cally research scientists, to create explicit links between fragments of
related information in different documents that they had come across
as part of their work pursuits. In doing so they were creating “trails”
of information which could be left for themselves or shared with oth-
ers, who could follow them at some point in the future. This proposal
came about at the close of the Second World War, at a time when
the technology needed to support such a visionary system had not yet
been developed, hence the suggestion of levers and knobs for regulating
interaction.
Memex remains a seminal contribution because it introduced new
concepts such as information links or trails which are created by an
individual for his/her own use or for use by others and which form
part of the permanent archive or record of the documents which are
18
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linked. Memex provided an inspiration for the first generation of hy-
pertext systems, such as the Hypertext Editing System by Nelson and
van Dam in 1969 and the Xanadu system described in Nelson (1988).
Xanadu introduced the terms hypertext and hypermedia and is seen as
a precursor to the development of the world wide web, though it had
different aims and objectives.
When proposing the Memex as a mechanised device to organise a
life-time of knowledge, Bush described it as an “enlarged intimate sup-
plement to one’s memory” which hints at the first application of what
we now call lifelogging. The vision Bush proposed was for a device that
could store information, documents and links among those documents.
One could argue that this function is indeed the purpose of a library,
any library, right back to the days of ancient Greece, but what makes
the Memex into a close precursor to the lifelog is the user-authored
contributions to the Memex in the forms of links or of comments based
on our own personal experiences. In a way, this also makes the Memex
a precursor to any form of personal, user-generated content, which per-
vades our information landscape today.
Memex also introduced the concept of a ‘camera hound’, an in-
dividual who wears a head-mounted camera which can be triggered
to capture a photo of anything of interest which is subsequently in-
serted into and indexed by the Memex. In effect Bush had described
the current lifelogging solutions being brought to market in 2014, many
of which utilise wearable cameras to capture life experience from the
wearer’s viewpoint. We include one example wearable camera photo
from the Posters and Demonstrations session of ACM SIGIR 2013 in
Figure 2.1.
With the advent of digital technologies, the capabilities to deliver on
the Memex vision became possible. Early research into lifelogs started
in the 1980s, when pioneers such as Steve Mann (2004) began devel-
oping increasingly smaller wearable sensing and lifelog capture devices
with continually improving power consumption. Much of this early re-
search was focused on developing new types of sensing and display
hardware. With regard to sensing, the focus was on trying to visu-
ally capture the world that we see in our everyday lives. Interestingly,
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Figure 2.1: A typical wearable camera photograph, captured at the demo/posters
session of the ACM SIGIR2013 Conference in Dublin, Ireland, in July 2013.
Mann not only saw the importance of wearable sensing (especially cam-
eras) but he instinctively understood the importance of PoV (Point of
View) when gathering lifelogs; a concept that even today’s first genera-
tion lifelogging companies have not fully grasped. In addition to visual
information, later research, such as that by Kiyoharu Aizawa and de-
scribed in Aizawa et al. (2004b) also tried to capture a diverse set of
“context” types such as location (GPS), though in these early days
this was primarily used as metadata for indexing and retrieval of the
captured visual data.
Data capture has been led by a number of key visionaries, including
Steve Mann, Gordon Bell, and to some extent, very early adapters such
as Jennifer Ringley and Josh Harris. Both Ringley and Harris (neither
of whom were academics) explored the social aspects of life recording
and life streaming, as we will explain below.
Much of the early research into lifelogging has focused on develop-
ing technology to automatically populate a computer-based storage of
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life experiences (the lifelog) in as much detail as possible. Detail, and
exactly how much detail is required for a lifelog, is an important point
that we will return to later in this review.
Steve Steve Mann (1997) has been developing wearable computer
technologies since the early 80s and has been described as the father
of wearable computing. He has dedicated decades of research into de-
veloping wearable life-capture technologies and he coined the phrase
“sousveillance” to refer to the idea that digitally capturing life expe-
rience is a form of self-surveillance, which is inherently different from
the conventional state- or enterprise-sponsored surveillance for secu-
rity and governance that we have become so used to. In fact, Mann
has gone so far as to identify many different types of ‘veillances’ all
grouped under the single concept of veillance and has recently hosted
a conference (ISTAS 2013) to consider the issues of veillance1.
Mann has developed many generations of wearable camera tech-
nologies and addressed many of the fundamental challenges in wearable
lifelogging technologies from early personal imaging in Mann (1997), to
the eye-tap system described in Mann et al. (2005), which can be viewed
as a forerunner of Google Glass. Mann has, in recent years, developed
many solutions to the everyday, real-world challenges of gathering lifel-
ogs from wearable computers, such as supporting different lighting lev-
els to avoid capture blackout or whiteout, Mann et al. (2012), and
real-world use-cases, Mann et al. (2011). Within the field of wearable
computing and lifelogging, Mann is considered a visionary. Aside from
the many forms of veillance that he proposes, he has coined the term
lifeglogging to refer to long-term (lifetime) lifelogging and lifeblogging
to refer to the act of publicising and streaming out lifelog data.
However, the most influential actor in the area is Gordon Bell, co au-
thor of the book Total Recall, see Bell and Gemmell (2009), who, while
VP of Engineering at Digital Equipment Corporation, oversaw the de-
velopment of the VAX computer and coined Bell’s law that describes
how types of computing systems (referred to as computer classes) form,
evolve and may eventually die out. In the early years of this century,
Bell turned his attention to a Bush-esque proposal for a lifetime store
1http://sites.ieee.org/istas-2013/
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Figure 2.2: Gordon Bell, lifelogging pioneer. Shown here wearing a Vicon Autog-
rapher, a Memoto, a audio recorder, a veillance conference badge (ISTAS 2013) and
a pen.
of personal information. This software was called MyLifeBits and is
described in Bell and Gemmell (2007); Gemmell et al. (2002, 2006).
MyLifeBits acted as a lifetime store of everything; in effect, it was an
attempt to fulfil Bush’s 1945 Memex vision. The MyLifeBits software
supported full-text search, text & audio annotations, hyperlinking, re-
porting, visualising and clustering between content. Bell actively lives
his research and with the help of administrative assistants, Bell has
captured a lifetime’s worth of articles, books, CDs, letters, memos, pa-
pers, photographs (including periodic phases of SenseCam capture),
pictures, presentations, home movies, videotaped lectures, and voice
recordings into the MyLifeBits software. Figure 2.2 shows Gordon Bell
at ISTAS 2013 wearing a myriad of lifelogging devices, including lifel-
ogging cameras and audio recording devices.
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As technology progressed, the requirement for supporting adminis-
trative assistants diminished and lifelogging to extreme levels become
possible for nearly anyone who had such a desire. Cathal Gurrin, at
Dublin City University, inspired by Gordon Bell’s SIGIR 2004 keynote
talk, took the opportunity to wear a SenseCam in mid-2006 to gather a
detailed and extensive visual archive of life experience. Gathering data
for 16-18 hours per day, the archive (still growing) consists of almost
14 million automatically-captured images of life-experience, along with
time-aligned sensor data (locations, movements, environmental noise,
temperature, and so on). This longitudinal archive, the largest the au-
thors are aware of, has supported many different research efforts. For
example Gurrin et al. (2008b) has explored the the nature of large per-
sonal archives, Gurrin et al. (2013) has explored various applications
of lifelogging and the potential of the smartphone as a lifelogging tool,
Doherty et al. (2012) has used the archive to explore approaches for
human experience sampling, Lee et al. (2008) has viewed the lifelog-
ging effort as a canonical data process model and Doherty et al. (2009)
has explored the nature of event segmentation & decay over years of
lifelog data. Such a long-term effort at lifelogging has enabled the au-
thors of this review to gain an understanding of the use-cases for, and
organisation methodologies required, to support ubiquitous lifelogging,
and as such, influences this review.
Aside from such extreme early adapters, who took a grand view of
the potential of lifelogging and gathered archives of all life activities
in an indiscriminate manner, there were also some real-world applica-
tions of lifelogging developed that targeted specific use-cases. Kiyoharu
Aizawa, from the University of Tokyo has spent almost two decades re-
searching multimedia content processing and more recently, lifelogging.
Initially Aizawa developed technologies to support summarising wear-
able video, Aizawa et al. (2001); Hori and Aizawa (2003) and multi-
modal contextual capture and retrieval of lifelogs, Aizawa et al. (2004a).
Moving from generic data capture to targeted use-case inspired capture,
Kitamura et al. (2008) described Foodlog, which is a use-case specific
lifelog that focused on monitoring diet.
One unifying principle of these early lifeloggers was that the lifelog
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would be for personal use. Following the Bush vision of the personalised
supplement to one’s own memory, Bell, Mann, Aizawa and Gurrin, in
the first decade of this century, all understood the personal nature of
lifelogs and that sharing of data would need to be a carefully-controlled
activity. Hence, we still do not have a freely available lifelog dataset or
test collection that can be employed for comparative research. How-
ever, other actors (such as Ringley and Harris) considered lifelogging
as a more public activity; lifeblogging as Steve Mann would refer to it
as. The first, and most well known, of these was Jennifer Ringley who
famously set up a webcam in 1996 (called Jennicam2) that streamed pe-
riodic photos for open-access. Jennifer was the first to present a cam-eye
view of her life and addressed early legal issues concerning the right to
publish content that was not deemed harmful to other adults. Ringley
maintained her lifestreaming activity for seven years and eight months.
Josh Harris’s project in conceptual art in 2000 live-streamed 24/7 con-
tent to anyone who was interested to watch, from his home using mi-
crophones and 32 cameras3. Ringley and Harris could be considered to
be the earliest form of lifebloggers because they made their lifelogging
a public activity. While we refer to lifeglogging and lifeblogging in this
review, the term that we will use is lifelogging as it encompasses all
aspects of capturing life activity, whether short-term or long-term.
In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the societal
awareness of lifelogging, not simply due to the Jennicam or other similar
concepts such as the Big Brother TV show syndicated around the world.
Recently aome well-known actors have become involved, such as AJ
Jacobs, the Editor-at-Large for Esquire magazine. AJ is known for
immersing himself in a project or lifestyle, for better or worse for a
period of time (usually a year), then writes about what he learned.
He has undertaken a year of living biblically, living healthily and most
recently, nine weeks of lifelogging 4, in which he explored the impact
of lifelogging on people he met and explored the potential of visual
(video) lifelogging as a tool to enhance daily life.
2http://www.wired.com/2010/04/0414jennicam-launches/
3http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0498329/
4http://www.esquire.com/features/overly-documented-life-0113
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These early adopters were driven by desire for understanding the
technical capabilities and the potential use-cases, however, there have
also been early adapters in the field of medical science. In some in-
stances of behavioural science, manual Ecological Momentary Assess-
ment (EMA), sometimes called Experience Sampling Method (ESM),
is employed whereby an individual has to manually enter what they
are doing when prompted by a cellphone, Dunton et al. (2011). It is a
form of retrospective self reporting. While the benefits of this is clear
for studies in behavioural science, the concept of manual entry of lifelog
data is usually linked to a particular use case, such as gathering data for
healthcare logging or similar quantified-self activities. One such man-
ual lifelogging app is called Reporter, which is available for the iPhone
as of May 2014. Reporter, created by Nick Feltron, the well-known de-
signer of the Facebook Timeline is designed to help a user to collect,
categorise and communicate their everyday data via a user created
personal ontology of annotated concepts.
Much of the lifelogging activities we have just described were non-
academic activities. Within the academic community, the first ded-
icated lifelogging academic event, the CARPE workshop (Gemmell
et al. (2004)) took place at ACM MULTIMEDIA in 2004. At this work-
shop Mann (2004); Takahashi et al. (2004); Gemmell et al. (2004) all
explored issues surrounding the capture of lifelog data, Jaimes et al.
(2004) explored retrieval of lifelog data, Cheng et al. (2004); Aizawa
et al. (2004b) explored the organisation, privacy and legal issues around
lifelogging . Although the CARPE workshops no longer take place,
there is a dedicated SenseCam conference that occurs every 18 months.
The recent SenseCam conferences, in 20125 and 20136 have specifically
explored the potential of visual lifelogging to provide insights into hu-
man behaviour. Other conference series, dealing with Pervasive and
Ubiquitous Computing, Human Computer Interaction and mobile de-
vices have also explored various aspects of lifelogging over the past
decade. Many of the related publications at these conferences are re-
ferred to in this review.
5http://sensecam2012.dph.ox.ac.uk/
6http://http://sensecam.ucsd.edu
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2.2 Capture, storage and retrieval advances
The Memex vision proposed by Vannevar Bush described the concept of
a surrogate memory, though many decades before it would become fea-
sible to actually achieve the vision. Only in recent years has it become
feasible to actually capture, store and retrieve a lifetime of digitally
sensed data. We can identify three streams of progress have brought us
to this point, (1) sensing and inexpensive capture devices, (2) storage
resources and cloud processing, which will enable (3) real time seman-
tic extraction and search tools. Of the three streams, the search and
semantic extraction, including the whole area of data management and
organisation, are the least advanced. We will examine each of the three
streams in turn.
Assuming automatic and passive capture, lifelogging is a data in-
tensive activity that relies on sensors to gather information about us
or our environment and to relay this information to a processor for
analysis or storage. From a lifelogging perspective, the definition of a
sensor is somewhat more broad than the traditional definition. Tradi-
tionally, one views a sensor to be some form of converter that measures
a physical quantity and converts it into a signal which can be read by
an observer which may be a human or an electronic instrument of some
sort. For example, a conventional mercury-in-glass thermometer is an
example of a sensor in that it converts the measured temperature into
expansion and contraction of a liquid which, when read against a cali-
brated glass tube, displays a temperature reading to a human observer.
There are many such examples of a conventional physical sensor and
there are innumerable applications for sensors of which most people
are never aware including cars, machines, aerospace, medicine, manu-
facturing and robotics.
In terms of lifelogging however, a sensor may be very different in
that it may be a physical quantity sensor (such as the thermometer), it
could also be a positional sensor (e.g. GPS), a chemical sensor (pH of
perspiration on a so-called smart-watch), an environmental sensor, an
acoustic sensor (microphone), an optical sensor (camera), some form
of biomedical sensor or an informational (reading information) sensor.
All lifelogging sensors need to deliver information in digital format to
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a receiver for processing and storage into a lifelog. This broad range
view of sensors is more in keeping with the Memex vision.
Recent advances in digital sensing technology means that it now
becomes possible to utilise ubiquitous and inexpensive digital sensors
to sense the person, the environment that they are in and their ac-
cess to information. In terms of lifelogging, the sensors that are used
depend on the variation of lifelogging that is performed. A focussed
stream of lifelogging can come from those who wish to record their ac-
tivities such as their exercise regime using a device like a Polar heart
rate monitor7, or their sleep patterns using a wearable accelerometers
such as the Lark8. Such quantified-self enthusiasts are engaging in a
focused and discriminatory form of lifelogging and typically display
a passion for recording data to understand themselves. The more ex-
treme lifeloggers, such as Bell and Gurrin, typically want to capture
everything about their activities from all feasible sources. This natu-
rally imposes a sensor overhead on these extreme lifeloggers, but at the
benefit of non-discriminatory capture, whereby no manual logging is
typically required.
For those who dabble, or even the quantified-self enthusiasts, one
or two sensors are usually sufficient to capture a log of some aspect
of life experience, whereas for the extreme lifeloggers the challenge (or
desire) is to capture as complete a picture of life experience as possible.
Considering what we mean by ‘as complete a picture of life experience
as possible’, this is entirely dependent on the state of current sensing
technologies. At present (and for the foreseeable future), a suite of sen-
sors are currently required to generate a rich lifelog, such as wearable
cameras, smartphones as sensing platforms, physical body sensing, and
so on. These sensors mostly sample data that is the equivalent of two
of the human senses (sight and sound) and are usually accompanied by
a host of additional human context and performance sensors (location,
activity, etc.). Of course these sensors must be low cost and low over-
head to employ, so in many cases lifeloggers currently use one or two
multi-modal physical sensing devices along with informational sensors
7http://www.polar.com
8http://www.lark.com
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Figure 2.3: The array of wearable sensors that lifelogging can call upon including
(a) Nike ‘Fuelband’, (b) Contour wearable video camera with GPS, (c) Vicon Revue
wearable camera with sensors, (d) Heart Rate Monitor display watch, (e) Autogra-
pher from Vicon, (f) GPS tracker, (g) Jawboneï£¡s ‘Up’ Fitness Tracking Bracelet,
(h) Android smartphone with built-in sensors, (i) Audio recorder, (j) fitbit ‘One’
Wireless Activity Tracker and (k) fitbit ‘Zip’ Wireless Activity Tracker. Much of
this functionality can be replicated by a modern smartphone.
to capture a rich record of life experience.
Examples of the physical sensors employed in lifelogging include
positional sensors using GPS and Wi-Fi, Bluetooth sensors to identify
other device (people) in the environment, acoustic sensors to measure
noise, environmental acoustic signatures, wearable cameras to capture
what we see and do, and even spoken words, along with optical sensors
to sense what’s happening in the environment. Add to this informa-
tional sensors that sense our information interactions such as what
webpages we visit, what documents we analyse, the emails processed,
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our SMS messages, etc. This gives an initial idea of the types of sensors
that have become ubiquitous and inexpensive enough, so as to enable
our current concept of lifelogging and go towards fulfilling the Memex
vision. Ideally all of these sensors would be combined into one multi-
modal holistic device and an early example of one such sensing device
is the SenseCam, which was seen as providing a major step forward in
lifelogging research.
The SenseCam, as described in Hodges et al. (2006, 2011), was a
wearable camera developed by Steve Hodges, Lyndsay Williams and
others at Microsoft Research, in Cambridge, UK. This was a device
incorporating an optical sensor in the form of a VGA camera with
fisheye lens, an accelerometer, a light intensity meter, a thermometer
and a passive infra-red (PIR) sensor to detect the presence of people.
The SenseCam was worn around the neck using a lanyard (see Figure
2.4) and the readings from the various sensors could be used to deter-
mine when a picture is to be taken by them; for example no picture
is taken while the wearer is turning around because the image would
be blurred, and an image is taken when the PIR sensor detects the ar-
rival of a person in front of the wearer, or there is a change in ambient
light intensity indicating the wearer has moved indoors or outdoors.
By default, SenseCam captured a new image about every 40 seconds
unless triggered by its sensors to capture an image sooner. Captured
data was stored using on-board memory which could hold up to ten 10
days worth of lifelog data, though it did require recharging nightly. A
full day of wearing of a SenseCam would generate a lifelog comprising
between 3,500 and 4,500 images stored at VGA resolution. Since the
SenseCam was initially developed as a memory recall tool, it was con-
sidered that VGA images were sufficient in size and quality. A sample
wearable camera image is shown in Figure 2.1.
What makes the development of the SenseCam such an important
step is not the sensing technology that it used, but the way it was
made available to the research community, initially through competi-
tion and later through direct application and finally through direct sale
as the Vicon Revue. As a result, SenseCam is a notable landmark in
lifelogging because of the wide range of lifelog applications in which it
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Figure 2.4: The SenseCam, initially created by Microsoft is a wearable camera,
worn about the neck that can capture thousands of photos daily. Shown here is the
Vicon Revue, a revised version of the SenseCam created and sold by Vicon OMG.
has been used including memory rehabilitation Berry et al. (2007); Silva
et al. (2013), dietary monitoring O’Loughlin et al. (2013), lifestyle anal-
ysis Doherty et al. (2011a), workplace activity recording Byrne et al.
(2008a), qualitative market research Hughes et al. (2012).
The technology behind the SenseCam was licensed to a UK com-
pany Vicon, who initially developed and marketed a SenseCam look-
alike device called the Vicon Review and subsequently they enhanced
the functionality of this (including GPS) with a newer device called
the Autographer (which went on sale in August 2013). Another similar
device is the Narrative Clip (formerly the Memoto wearable camera).
The Narrative Clip has gone on sale in late 2013 and incorporates a
small wearable camera that clips onto the clothes of the wearer and
captures over a thousand images per day using the in-built optical
sensor and uploads these to the Narrative cloud-based server for on-
line event segmentation and analysis. Both the Narrative Clip and the
OMG Autographer, worn on a lanyard or clipped onto the clothing,
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capture images at multiple megapixel resolution and a year of lifelog
data from either of these devices would require about 500GB of disk
space to store.
Although not designed as a lifelogging device, the much anticipated
(and sometimes feared) Google Glass, when used standalone, or in con-
junction with a smartphone could be employed to gather a rich lifelog
archive, but with the added advantage of the head-mounted camera
tracking the head movements of the wearer (referred to as Point of
View - PoV), thereby reducing the need for a fisheye lens as used in
the SenseCam and OMG Autographer. The research of Steve Mann
(predating Google Glass by as much as 25 years) has been already dis-
cussed. Mantiuk et al. (2012) have gone a step further in developing
a low-cost, head-mounted video recording tool that tracks eye move-
ment to identify the exact object receiving the wearer’s attention, which
could make a very effective lifelogging sensor.
From a technological perspective, many or perhaps all of the sensors
we would need for wearable lifelogging are already available in a modern
smartphone, as described in Reddy et al. (2007a); Burke et al. (2006);
Lazer et al. (2009), although the camera on a smartphone would not
typically be capturing PoV. A review of the efficacy of a smartphone as
a lifelogging device can be found in Gurrin et al. (2013), which assumes
that the smartphone is carried on a lanyard worn around the neck, as
would be a SenseCam.
With regard to informational sensors, the best example of this sens-
ing is the MyLifeBits project at Microsoft that has been previously dis-
cussed Gemmell et al. (2006). Another sensing modality that we have
not mentioned is that of acoustic sensing. It is technically feasible now
to record all-day audio on a smartphone without affecting the phone or
battery performance to a notable extent. We will discuss acoustic/audio
sensing in the following chapter. Finally, we have already discussed the
Quantified Self sensing devices, so we will not return to that discussion
here.
In summary, for sensing technologies, if we assume that wearable
optical, acoustic, positional, and informational sensing are sufficient,
then the capture challenge, although not solved, has been comprehen-
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sively addressed. However, we as humans, typically build our cognitive
model of the real-world using five senses: sight, sound, touch, smell
and taste. Current lifelog sensing technologies are focused primarily on
sight, with some consideration of sound. In this respect, the current
sensing technologies address only part of the problem of accurately
sensing our life experience, and it is up to the semantic processing
tools (within the surrogate memory) and our human understanding of
a lifelog event (described in later chapters) to fill in the gaps in terms
of the representation of sensed experiences, at least until touch, taste
and smell sensing become cheap and feasible to use for lifelogging.
With regard to the second major challenge in lifelogging, storage,
this is also considered to be a challenge that is adequately addressed
at present. Hard drive capacities have been increasing since their first
creation at a pace much faster than the doubling in semiconductor
chip performance occurring every 18 months in Moore’s Law. Wal-
ter (2005) describe Kryder’s law, named after Mark Kryder who was
Seagate Corp.’s senior vice president of research and chief technology
officer; Kryder’s Law suggests that disk capacities will continue to keep
pace with the increasing demands for lifelogging data. From Bell and
Gemmell (2009) we know that in 1970, a 20 MB hard drive cost twenty
thousand US dollars and was the size of a washing machine. Fast for-
ward 45 years and the typical hard drive is 3TB and costs less than a
hundred US dollars. In fact, digital storage technologies are increasing
in pace with our ability to gather ever-increasing quantities of data to
fill the drives, but faster than our ability to actually find the content
to extract the information back out.
Scientists and futurists such as Ray Kurzweil predict that the expo-
nential growth rate of disk and processing capability will continue into
the future. In his essay “The Law of Accelerating Returns”9, Kurzweil
discards the intuitive linear view of technological progress in favour
of the exponentially increasing view and describes this as the ‘law of
accelerating returns’. Taking this viewpoint, if one was to record 16
hours per day of HD (Blu-ray quality) video data, this would require
90GB per day of storage. Extrapolating out to a full year, this suggests
9http://www.kurzweilai.net/the-law-of-accelerating-returns
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a requirement of 32 TB per year. Taking a Kurzweillian viewpoint, it
would be possible to store such a quantity of data on a 100 US dollar
hard drive by 2017. This assumes that hard disks are the most appro-
priate technology for storing video, which they may not be, because
there are extra running costs such as power and air conditioning, and
magnetic hard disks are designed to provide access to any of the in-
formation stored in a matter of milliseconds rather than the kind of
streamed access that playback/recall of a life experience may require.
In reality, the different use-cases of lifelogging may require a selection
of appropriate storage technologies to be employed.
Within the field of Information Retrieval, there is a long and valu-
able history of employing sizeable datasets and test collections, with the
TREC evaluation forum the most well known. The datasets at TREC
have continually been increasing in size over the years with the largest
of the currently (2013) used TRECVid10 video collections standing at
300GB (a full 5 years of a daily BBC TV series). The challenges of lifel-
ogging for Information Retrieval becomes clear when a single lifelogger
wearing an OMG Autographer or Narrative Clip would generate more
than this data in any given year. These are the challenges of scale and
semantics, but more of that in later chapters.
Of course, one can question the need to store all-day HD video con-
tent. If we drop the video to reasonable SD quality, then we can already
store all of this data on a 100 US dollar hard drive, if an appropriate
encoding scheme is employed. Thus it is already feasible to store long-
term, all-day video from a wearable camera for an individual person.
However, even if the storage technologies allow it, this is still not really
feasible, due for the most part to the limitations of battery capacities
on wearable devices. Hence, a technology such as the SenseCam was
so important, in that it supported all-day photo capture. This would
result in about 1.6 million photos being captured per year with a stor-
age requirement of only about 32.7GB. This storage requirement is so
low because the SenseCam captures highly compressed VGA resolution
photos that average about 19.2KB in size. Recent refinements of the
technology and advances such as the Vicon Revue, the OMG Autogra-
10http://trecvid.nist.gov/
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Content Type Volume/day In one
year
In a
lifetime
HD Video 5,840 hours 32.8TB 2.65PB
Autographer Camera 1.1 million images 479.6GB 40.8TB
Audio (mono - 22KHz) 5,840 hours audio 227.8GB 19.4TB
Microsoft SenseCam 1.65 million images 30.2GB 2.6TB
Accelerometer (1 Hz) 21 million readings
at 1 Hz
0.05GB 4.25GB
Locations ( 0.2 Hz) 3.9 million GPS
points
0.01GB 1TB
Bluetooth Interactions 150,000 (estimated)
encounters
2GB+ 150GB
Reading Log User dependent 1GB+ 80GB
Table 2.1: An illustration of the data quantities and data sizes for a selection of
lifelog data over a day, year and a lifetime (typical 85 year Japanese lifespan)
pher or the Narrative Clip wearable cameras capture data in the range
of 3 to 5 megapixels per picture.
To illustrate the variety of data sizes and quantities, a summary
table of a selection of lifelog data is shown in Table 2.1. In this table
we include the annual storage requirements as well as a lifetime (85
years) storage requirement. Of course, extrapolating across a lifetime,
when there is an assumption that data bit rates remain static is merely
for illustrative purposes only. Data sources, qualities, resolutions and
bit rates are constantly changing.
Hence, it is our opinion that the storage challenges of hosting ex-
treme lifelogging data are not currently a major impediment. The disk
densities and costs are still generally following a Kurzweillian model of
exponential growth and with the promise of new storage technologies
coming online in the future, such as solid state, phase change and even
DNA-based memory, should mean that the storage of lifelogs will not
be a roadblock.
We have seen capture challenges and storage challenges, processing
challenges, how to index huge personal archives of data, these are all
(just) technical challenges which will continually be addressed by the
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provision of new and novel sensing technologies as well as via advances
in computer science and general information technology. However, the
really big challenges in lifelogging are in using Big Data and Infor-
mation Retrieval approaches to do things like combining, correlating,
cross-referencing, leveraging, data mining from heterogeneous sources,
learning, and from all that gleaning useful knowledge, making it dis-
coverable and presenting it in an appropriate manner. That is the focus
of the remainder of this review.
2.3 Lifelogging disciplines
As mentioned earlier, there are many application areas to which lifel-
ogging could be usefully applied and it is this wide applicability and
the wide spectrum of technologies that it encompasses that make it
unique, and most challenging. From a technology perspective, lifelog-
ging requires and can leverage developments in materials science and
chemistry, leading to new sensor technologies. It has long been an area
that has pushed the development of new technologies for device minia-
turisation, energy management on devices and energy harvesting by
devices. Enabling real-time lifelog data capture and analysis will re-
quire broad coverage, always-on, low latency networking and so devel-
opments in ad-hoc wireless sensor networks have also found application
in lifelogging. Captured lifelog data requires pattern analysis and data
mining on data which can be noisy and error-some in order to perform
deep semantic analysis so data analytics is yet another area which con-
tributes here.
From an applications perspective we have already mentioned sev-
eral applications in medicine, Doherty et al. (2013a); Brindley et al.
(2011); Kumpulainen et al. (2009); Conway and Loveday (2011); Pauly-
Takacs et al. (2011); Berry et al. (2009); Kelly et al. (2012), in work
applications Byrne et al. (2008a); Fleck (2005); Fleck and Fitzpatrick
(2006) and in behaviour analysis Doherty et al. (2011a, 2013c), and
there are really no limits to the kinds of applications – work-related
as well as leisure-based — which could benefit from detailed, ambient,
non-intrusive logging of the activities and behaviour of an individual.
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In their book Total Recall, Bell and Gemmell (2009), identify four main
areas for lifelogging applications, specifically work, health, learning and
everyday life (social) uses. So when we combine all this together we
find that lifelogging is an activity that requires inputs from computer
science, cognitive science, artificial intelligence, bio-sensing, hardware
design, HCI, and all working together in order to develop useful solu-
tions across a huge variety of potential use-cases. There are few, if any,
other developments in modern technology which require such breadth
of inputs, and have potential across such a breadth of areas. With
regard specifically to computer science and information retrieval, the
challenges and opportunities are enormous. Just a selection of these
include:
• data gathering when the data is, by its nature, private and very
time consuming to generate (it takes a year to gather a year of
lifelogging data);
• data analysis & semantic extraction / semantic organisation from
heterogeneous sources, multimedia, text and sensors;
• search & retrieval based on, as of yet, not well understood re-
trieval requirements and use-cases, when the user is only likely
to query the system when they can’t remember the information,
leading to a high likelihood of incorrect queries;
• evaluation when there are no readily available (or likely to become
available) datasets and where the only person who can truly eval-
uate a collection is the data gatherer;
• summarisation and data mining, to support quantified-self style
analysis and narrative/story-telling presentation;
• user interaction and presentation when the likely usage scenarios
are unknown, potentially omnipresent and even how to support
query formulation for many of the use-cases is poorly understood.
These challenges cross the entire spectrum of information retrieval and
we will look at many of them in this review. In the next Chapter we
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present some more of the work done in lifelogging from a “big data”
perspective, highlighting that lifelogging is in fact a source of personal
big data.
3
Sourcing and Storing Lifelog Data
3.1 Sources of lifelog data
As we have mentioned, there has been an astonishing collection of tech-
nological advances in human sensing in recent years. From wearable
cameras which sense our environment and activities, to sensing of our
online digital footprints, these sensors can capture vast personal “big
data” archives and the storage and processing of these is becoming
cheap and affordable. This myriad of available sensing technologies can
be used both to sense the person and to sense the environment in which
they are situated. In this chapter we present a discussion of the differ-
ent types of data that can be employed for lifelogging, using readily
available technologies, some of which can carry semantic annotations
and some of which exists as raw data.
The arrival of the smartphone (and more recently technologies such
as Google Glass) really created the opportunity for mass participation
in lifelogging as prior to that, all of the hardware required was specialist
or proprietary. One of the popular early tools for the smartphone was
the Nokia Lifeblog which was a digital photo album tool for the Nokia
smartphone, designed for mobile phone photographers and bloggers.
This collected photos, SMS messages and blog posts into an album
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which was synced with a PC or laptop and created a form of personal
digital memory, albeit one where the logging and recording was based
on user interactions with the device, rather than being an implicit
activity of autonomously gathering data.
Since then, the range of lifelogging tools has exploded in size and
Machajdik et al. (2011) have presented an overview of the different
categories of lifelogging tools which we used as a starting point and ex-
tended based on our own experiences with lifelogging. These categories
are described below.
• Passive Visual Capture. This refers to wearable, always-on cam-
eras which record images or video. In general, this capture is from
the point of view of the wearer, either head-mounted or worn on
a lanyard around the neck. Examples of this include the Sense-
Cam from Microsoft Research (and derivatives such as the Vicon
Revue, OMG Autographer) that we have already mentioned, the
EyeTap discussed in Mann et al. (2005), the DejaVue system
for real-time capture and upload developed at the University of
Southampton, by De Jager et al. (2011), the real-time lifelogging
solution using smartphones developed by Qiu et al. (2012), the
Dietsense project at UCLA which uses visual lifelogging for moni-
toring food intake by Reddy et al. (2007b), the WayMarkr project
by Bukhin and DelGaudio (2006), eyeBlog project by Dickie et al.
(2004), the Insense project by Blum et al. (2006), as well as var-
ious consumer-ready wearable cameras such as the LooxcieTM1
wearable video camera. Many of these visual capture devices in-
clude some additional sensors which are discussed below. Given
our focus on lifelogging for capturing a totality of life experience,
in the remaining chapters of this review, we place a heavy em-
phasis on visual capture technologies as a source for lifelogging.
• Personal Biometrics. There are many personal sensing devices for
monitoring everyday activities and aimed at the consumer market
and these are used by interested parties, such as the quantified-
self community. Such devices include the LarkTMwristband, the
1http://www.looxcie.com/
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FitBit OneTMpod, the Nike PulseTMwristband, the Zeo sleep
monitor (discontinued), and others, all used for monitoring ac-
tivity levels (number of steps taken, distance travelled, caloric
output) and sleep duration and sleep quality. These are based
on a combination of basic sensors, such as accelerometer, mag-
netometer and gyroscopes which log activity levels on-board for
subsequent docking or wireless transmission to a cloud service
via a laptop or PC. Most of these are gamified and give daily
performance scores, incentives to maintain levels or to improve;
• Mobile Device Context. This refers to using the smartphone
to continuously and passively capture the user’s context as the
smartphone can now be used to record location, acceleration and
movement, WiFi signal strength for indoor localisation, Wood-
man and Harle (2008), Bluetooth for identification of (the smart-
phones) of nearby users, Eagle and Pentland (2005), and so on.
Smartphones with built-in sensors have allowed the development
of personal sensing apps, especially using the built-in GPS, ac-
celerometers, compass, camera, and sometimes even the micro-
phone. Recent smartphones can also record aspects of the en-
vironment such as pressure, temperature and humidity2. With
power-aware sensing, it is possible to gather a contextual lifelog
for an entire day without impacting too negatively on battery
life. Already we have seen the emergence of a first generation of
lifelog apps for mobile devices which passively capture users’ con-
text data and curate it into a simple lifelog. Such apps include
Moves3 and Saga4 which generate automatic lifelogs of a user’s
activity, though without relying on passive capture of visual con-
tent;
• Communication Activities. Passively logging our (electronic)
communications with others such as our SMS messages, instant
messages, phone calls, video calls, social network activities and
2Available on the Samsung Galaxy S4, announced March 2013 http://www.
samsung.com/global/microsite/galaxys4/
3http://www.moves-app.com/
4http://www.getsaga.com
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email exchanges, can also be recorded and form part of a lifelog.
There are many tools to support this process, such as SMS backup
tools5, phonecall recorder apps6, social networking histories, and
so on. The advantage of logging our communication activities is
that much of the data is already in text format and there is less
of a semantic gap between the data and its meaning. For a dis-
cussion of the semantic gap in multimedia information retrieval,
see Smeulders et al. (2000);
• Data Creation/Access Activities. Apart from the interactions we
have with others while on our desktops, laptops or tablets, other
activities we take part in can be monitored and can form part of
our lifelogs. The Stuff-I’ve-Seen system from Microsoft Research,
Dumais et al. (2003), is an example of such a logging tool, as
is the work by, d’Aquin et al., on monitoring and logging web
information exchanges, d’Aquin et al. (2010). This area is some-
times known as Personal Information Management, Elsweiler and
Ruthven (2007); Jones (2007), and generally only focuses on an
individual’s web/PC interactions. There are a number of tools
that can log web pages accessed and general computer activi-
ties 7, either via apps run, keystrokes input or via screenshots
of computer interactions. Steven Wolfram has logged every email
he wrote since 1989 and has logged over 100 million keystrokes;
he uses this to personally analyse his own ‘intellectual activities8.
Additional sources of lifelog data could include home energy con-
sumption, distance travelled in one’s car, financial history, and so
on;
• Active Capture of Life’s Activities. Machajdik et al. (2011) refer
to either indirect or direct logging of activity but it is initiated
5SMS backup tools such as SMS Backup +
6Phone call recording apps are readily available, such as Call Recorder for An-
droid. There are, of course, issues with non-consentual recording of voice conversa-
tions, but in the majority of US states, it is acceptable to record phone conversations
if at least one member of the conversation has given consent.
7A popular tool to record general computer activities and web pages accessed is
called RescueTime and is available for MAC OS
8http://blog.stephenwolfram.com/2012/03/the-personal-analytics-of-my-life/
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by the user and covers things such as blogging or status updates
on social networks or posting of videos or photos. Because these
are not passive and “always on” activities it is debatable whether
they are really lifelogging or not.
To this list of lifelogging activity types we also add the following:
• Environmental Context and Media. Lifelogging is mostly, but not
exclusively about recording using wearable technology and an ex-
ample of where it is is not is in a smart home. Sensors in our
homes can record presence using passive infra-red sensors, pres-
sure sensors in chairs or beds, activities can be inferred from
monitoring of electricity, gas or water consumption in the home,
and so on. While these are primarily developed to support remote
monitoring of independent living by older people, e.g. work in Ah-
mad Jalal (2012), this can also be a form of ambient lifelogging.
In addition, de Silva et al. (2007) developed a system for retrieval
and summarisation of multimedia data from a home-like environ-
ment that continuously captured video and audio sequences of
home activities and presented them on an interactive user inter-
face;
• Passive Capture Audio. This involves the identification of real-
world activities, audio events and activity types by audio sensing
alone, e.g. Al Masum Shaikh et al. (2008). Recording actual au-
dio is something most people are actually quite uncomfortable
with and we have already mentioned phonecall recording in the
previous list. Consequently, the focus here has been on using tech-
niques like HMM classifiers to determine the type of activity the
user is situated in. Work by Ellis and Lee (2006); Shah et al.
(2012) has shown loggers are interested in using audio to iden-
tify things like location, activity type, to recognise people in the
vicinity based on voice matching or perhaps keywords or phrases
spoken in a dialogue. In addition, Hayes et al. (2004) developed
the personal audio loop, a ubiquitous audio memory aid, while
Heittola et al. (2010) developed an audio context classification
system using audio event histograms;
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In many cases, data gathering in lifelogging does not neatly fit into
one of these categories, so we need to explore them as cross-category
sensing tools. In recent years, this has meant using the mobile smart-
phone and its range of sensors, as the platform for one integrated unit
and as a consequence, many of the above are easily available as con-
sumer devices. For the more serious quantified-self lifeloggers or for
the extreme ones, there are other examples of sources of lifelog data
which can be captured. Funf Human Dynamics, as described in Dong
et al. (2011), is a smartphone gathering infrastructure allowing any-
one to create a sensing app and host the gathered data in a service
of their choice. Qiu et al. (2012) have also used the smartphone for
mobile sensing, developing a holistic lifelogging tool that is concerned
with multiple sensor data gathering, upload to a storage and process-
ing server and search / interaction through a web interface. Finally
Gurrin et al. (2013) have shown that the smartphone image logging is
comparative in real-world use-cases to a custom device such as a Vicon
Revue.
A final category of lifelogging which gives yet other sources of lifelog
data, are applications for performance monitoring, typically where we
want to monitor the performance of the human body in some testing ap-
plication such as in sport, or in extreme work activities. An example of
the technology available is the Equivital Technology PlatformTMwhich
records physiological parameters including ECG, heart rate, respira-
tory rate, GPS location, movement from tri-axial accelerometers, body
position, motion intensity, falls detection, skin temperature and core
body temperature (from a capsule swallowed which wirelessly trans-
mits data), Galvanic Skin Response, and blood Oxygen Saturation lev-
els (SpO2). This is definitely not a consumer-level device but is used in
sports science applications and because the data is captured passively
and without intervention, it counts as a form of lifelogging. Other re-
lated devices that are aimed at the consumer market would include the
Basis watch that actively records heart rate patterns, body motion,
calorie expenditure by activity, multiple sleep stages, perspiration and
skin temperature.
As lifelogging moves from being an extreme activity, engaged in
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by few early adapters, to being a more widely-practiced activity, the
variety and range of sensors available will inevitably increase. Coupled
with this, it is likely that a platform such as a smartphone (or whatever
it morphs into over the next few years - e.g. Google Glass) will be the
platform that other wearable sensors will interact with. This platform
will send data, in some power-efficient manner to a server (local or
cloud based, see Chapter 6 for this discussion) where it will be both
stored and processed as a form of personal big data. Given the current
variety of devices, the need to temporally align and utilise the data to
create higher-level semantics is a key challenge for big data analytics
and information retrieval.
3.2 Lifelogging: personal big data — little big data
“Big Data” applications are generally believed to have four elements
which popularly characterise a big data scenario, and these are volume,
variety, velocity and veracity.9 In this section we will examine how lifel-
ogging does, or does not conform to those four characteristics because
there are certain advantages which “big data” technologies could bring
to the lifelogging application.
Lifelogging is essentially about generating and capturing data,
whether it comes from sensors from sensors, our information accesses,
our communications, and so on. One characteristic which makes lifelog-
ging a big data application and poses both challenges and opportunities
for information retrieval, is because of the variety in the data sources.
Primary data includes sources such as physiological data from wear-
able sensors (heart rate, respiration rate, galvanic skin response, etc.),
movement data from wearable accelerometers, location data, nearby
bluetooth devices, WiFi networks and signal strengths, temperature
sensors, communication activities, data activities, environmental con-
text, images or video from wearable cameras, and that doesn’t take
into account the secondary data that can be derived from this pri-
mary lifelog data through semantic analysis All these data sources
9see http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/bigdata/ for an example of pop-
ular characterisation of what makes a big data application
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are tremendously varied and different. In lifelogging, all these varied
sources merge and combine together to form a holistic personal lifelog
where the variety across data sources is normalised and eliminated.
This naturally poses a real challenge to automated analysis. For
example, the capture frequency from sensors can range from +30Hz
for devices such as accelerometers, Zhang et al. (2012), to less than
one reading per day for course-grained location changes or personal
encounters, Byrne et al. (2007).
The velocity of data refers to the subtle shifting changes in patterns
within a data source or stream, and this is not much of an issue for
lifelog data, yet, because most lifelogging analysis and processing work
is not done in applications which require identifying a pattern or a
change in real time. This is one of the trends for future work; real-time
pattern analysis could potentially be employed for contextual informa-
tion retrieval, healthcare monitoring and real-time interventions.
Lifelogging generates continuous streams of data on a per-person
basis, however despite the potential for real-time interactions, most of
the applications for lifelogging we have seen to date do not yet operate
in a real-time mode. So while lifelogging does not yet have huge volume,
this volume of data is constantly increasing as more and more people
lifelog. For a single individual, the data volumes can be large when con-
sidered as a Personal Information Management challenge, but in terms
of big-data analysis, the data volumes for a single individual are small.
Considering a lifelog of many people, thousands, perhaps millions, all
centrally stored by a service provider, then the data analytics over such
huge archives becomes a real big-data challenge in terms of volume of
data.
Finally, veracity refers to the accuracy of data and to it sometimes
being imprecise and uncertain. In the case of lifelogging, because much
of our lifelog data can be derived from sensors which may be trou-
blesome, or have issues of calibration and sensor drift, as described in
Byrne and Diamond (2006). Hence, we can see that lifelogging does
have issues of data veracity which must be addressed. Semantically,
such data may not be valuable without additional processing. In appli-
cations of wireless sensor networks in environmental monitoring, for
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example, trust and reputation frameworks to handle issues of data
accuracy have been developed, for example RFSN (Reputation-based
Framework for High Integrity Sensor Networks ) developed by Ganer-
iwal et al. (2008). Similarly, data quality is a major issue in enterprise
information processing.
As lifelog applications will become more widespread, we can see that
lifelogging does indeed have a big data application with a requirement
to provide facilities to extract meaning, etc. in order to create surrogate
memories based on useful and meaningful lifelogs, which is both the end
goal and the big challenge for information retrieval over lifelogs.
In Baeza-Yates and Maarek (2012), the three major developments
in web search are highlighted; they are firstly, addressing scalability to
enable huge numbers of web pages to be crawled and searched, secondly
to usefully exploiting web link structure and more recently, mining the
signals provided by users when interacting with a search engine. An
example of the latter is the introduction of the Panda ranking factor
into the Google page ranking algorithm in order to account for positive
user experiences when visiting a website as exhibited by their click-
through behaviour, see Kent (2012). This is effectively an application
of big data, that is efficiently mining data (sensor) streams for patterns
and linking and cross-correlating information sources in order to de-
duce new knowledge; in this case using machine learning to learn about
user behaviour and experience so as to improve web search. What this
means for lifelogging is that it has now been demonstrated that deep
data mining and linking of information can be achieved at an enter-
prise scale, and so should also be achievable to an even greater degree
at a personal level. This makes lifelogs a form of “little" or personal big
data.
3.3 Storage models for lifelog data
There is prior work on storage models for lifelogging data, which is
about data quality, data cleaning and data integration. Because of the
comparative ease of working in sports and fitness as opposed to health
and wellness, most of this work is focused on lifelog data gathered for
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monitoring sports performance, sometimes at elite or upper levels be-
cause the subjects tend to be fit and well as opposed to having medical
issues. Typical of this kind of sensing is where a single integrated sen-
sor platform is not available for monitoring participants, say combining
heart rate or respiration rate with on-field location or movement data
(speed, distance covered, etc.) but instead the challenges of time align-
ment, normalised sampling rates and handling missing or error-some
data are addressed directly, see Roantree et al. (2012).
The management of sensor data quality can be achieved at the de-
vice level, as part of the data integration, or the cleaning, alignment
and normalisation can be treated as a back-end process, using an in-
tegrated storage warehouse such as that based on XML and described
in O’Connor et al. (2009). At the device level, FitBit One is a popular
example of a device that processes its own captured data (from on-
board accelerometers and gyros, with high precision timestamps) and
processes this raw data into more usable information including number
of steps taken by the wearer per day, number of flights of stairs climbed
per day, and estimates of caloric expenditure per day while factoring in
activity levels, weight, gender and age of the wearer. This is achievable
because all of the sensors are on the one device and thus there are no
timing issues because all sensors are synchronised off the same timing
chip and data is captured, processed locally and stored on-board until
it is uploaded to cloud storage wirelessly. Most wearable sensing follows
this model of store on-board and upload later, though recent develop-
ments in real-time lifelogging, De Jager et al. (2011); Qiu et al. (2012)
allow analysis and processing of sensor data, and mining of behaviour
patterns over time, on the cloud which provides much greater value for
the lifelogger.
If the lifelog integrates data from multiple independent sensor
sources or hardware devices, or if it integrates external data from third
parties (such as pictures of you taken by somebody else at a social
event or weather conditions at the location in which the wearer was
situated), then data cleaning, alignment and perhaps temporal nor-
malisation may be required. These are all now fairly well-understood
processes which can overcome problems caused by gaps or missing data
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as well as the issues caused by differing sampling rates. As we are see-
ing more and more data repositories expose their data through open
APIs, including social network sites (FaceBook, LinkedIn), news sites
(bbc.co.uk, cnn.com), personal media sites (Flickr, YouTube), the is-
sues of data cleaning, alignment (temporal and spatial) and provenance
will increase in importance.
Whichever approaches to gathering and storing lifelogging data are
used, whether on-board storage or real-time upload, or using single in-
tegrated sensors or multiple independent platforms, there are pros and
cons to each and the whole area of data quality in the case of hetero-
geneous sensing remains a challenge for lifelogging. In fact, mixing and
aggregating multiple independent sensor data streams is a challenge
not just for lifelogging but also for other real-world sensing applica-
tions such as environmental monitoring, traffic or city monitoring, or
monitoring the weather.
The Table 2.1 previously presented illustrates the volumes of lifelog
data that could be stored. The richness of the data gathered impacts
hugely. It is trivial to store small data volumes such as location and
accelerometer based data (as in the Moves app), but all-day video, on
the other hand, poses major challenges for any data storage technol-
ogy, not to mention the organisational challenges of adding value and
making this data actually useful for the individual who is gathering it.
With regard to the question of where to store the data, there are two
principal alternatives and there are pros and cons of each also. Firstly
one could ask/allow the user to store the data locally on their own
computers. This naturally gives the user control of their own private
lifelog data, but at the expense of less security and redundancy of the
data, as well as the potential for higher latency access, or no access at
all, to the lifelog when away from home. However, we would not assume
that most potential lifeloggers would be able to adequately secure and
maintain their own lifelog data on home computers, so this may not be
a reasonable option.
The second option is to store the data in a cloud hosting service, as
many people now do using services such as Dropbox or Google Drive.
However, then there are many privacy and security concerns about
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storing such vast personal archives of non-curated personal data in a
cloud-based service, as will be discussed in Chapter 6. There are also
major costs associated with cloud storage. Consider a company such
as Narrative who offer the Narrative Clip with free online storage for
a year. In a given year of typical all-day use, the Narrative Clip would
generate about 500GB of visual data. This is a huge storage require-
ment per user and financial/business models would need to take this
into account, along with the (likely and reasonable) expectation that
lifelog data should be stored indefinitely. There is some potential to
remove redundancy in the data and typically lifelogging creates a lot
of redundancy. For example, the author in writing this section has
probably captured over 100 images, all containing similar views of the
laptop in a coffee shop. When considering removing redundancy, this
has previously been explored in various domains such as audio or video
surveillance applications; prior work in lifelogging shows how progres-
sive redundancy elimination can optimise storage utilisation and min-
imise semantic loss of information, as described in Gurrin et al. (2009).
However, given our definition of lifelogging, this is not ideal because it
impacts negatively on the totality of capture concept. In any case, one
would imagine that centralised cloud-based storage is the best option,
especially when considering the types of semantic analytics that could
be performed to segment, annotate and make use of the lifelog data.
4
Organising Lifelog Data
There are a number of challenges that immediately arise when organ-
ising lifelog data. These range from capture and storage to processing
and presentation. We have already discussed capture and storage, i.e.
making the lifelog, now we need to turn our attention to examining
the prior work that has gone into making the lifelog searchable and
useful; the tools that turn a lifelog into a surrogate memory. Therefore,
it is important to review the state-of-the-art in terms of lifelog data
processing and presentation. A key challenge for processing of lifelog
data is in extracting meaningful semantics from the content; bridging
the semantic gap, which was introduced by Smeulders et al. (2000).
However even before we begin to extract semantics, there are other
challenges to overcome. Different from other IR tasks, such as web or
blog search, in lifelogging there is no concept of a document or even a
generally accepted atomic unit of retrieval. As we will see later in this
chapter, the unit of retrieval is heavily dependent on the use-case.
Another challenge with lifelog data is that since the majority of
data originates from sensors, most of the data exists in a form which
is not searchable using well-known information retrieval techniques,
where the concept of relevance or degree of similarity, is integral. This
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naturally poses challenges for any retrieval system and there is even
no single way that a user can form a query to actually extract value
from a lifelog. In this chapter we explore the ways that raw lifelog data
is (and could be) semantically enhanced and organised, so as to bring
value to the individual who engages in lifelogging.
Since lifelog data is passively and indiscriminately captured human
data over extended periods of time, it naturally has a historical context
and can be seen to reflect an individuals’ memory of the past. Hence,
for data organisation and search tools in lifelogging, the initial starting
point has always been to frame the discussion in terms of the human
memory system. Hence, in collaboration with cognitive neuropsychol-
ogists, a core set of baseline principles has been identified for a useful
lifelog, based on the Cohen and Conway (2008) model of episodic mem-
ory. These principles, as described in Doherty et al. (2012), in combi-
nation with our practical lifelogging experiences, Gurrin et al. (2008a);
Doherty et al. (2013b), and can be summarised thus:
• Segmenting raw unprocessed lifelog data into meaningful units
provides us with the basic atomic unit of retrieval in lifelogging.
In prior work, this unit has typically been the event, where the
event is a (temporally related) sequence of lifelog data over a
period of time (with a defined beginning and end). Events are
not new and prior work exists on event detection and segmen-
tation in many fields. We consider events are the starting point
for developing lifelog retrieval systems in that they can provide a
document-like retrieval unit, however,as we will see in this chap-
ter, the event is not always the appropriate unit of retrieval for
many use cases. For example, in quantified-self analysis, or when
reminiscing about the past, or in retrieval of specific facts, a sum-
marised or aggregate of the data is more appropriate than a list-
ing of events. Consider, from an information retrieval perspective,
that document summarisation, novelty detection or question an-
swering are examples of techniques that remove the need for re-
trieval of the entire document in response to an information need,
so even in information retrieval there is an acceptance that the
document is not always the answer for the user. However, events
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have received a lot of prior attention in lifelogging research, so we
will frame the discussion around the event as the retrieval unit;
• Annotating events (or other atomic units of retrieval) with mean-
ingful semantics supports retrieval from a lifelog. In an effort to
bridge the semantic gap between sensor data and human under-
standing as expressed in a user’s information need, it is necessary
to employ semantic extraction techniques to generate meaningful
annotations for lifelog data;
• Access and retrieval makes a lifelog useful because since a lifelog
is likely to be very large in size, it is certainly too large to be
effectively accessed via a browsing methodology. Supporting ap-
propriate search and retrieval technologies over a lifelog will help
to address many of the use-cases that we will define for lifelog-
ging, as well as those that we have yet to encounter. Note that we
don’t just assume search as the underlying access methodology.
Just as general information retrieval covers a wide range of tech-
niques from ad-hoc retrieval to summarisation to sentiment anal-
ysis to question answering, lifelog use cases will require different
methods of accessing and querying the lifelog to extract appropri-
ate knowledge for these use cases. For lifelogging, these methods
range from straightforward ad-hoc style querying to summari-
sation, narrative generation and question answering; in fact the
whole spectrum of information retrieval access mechanisms could
be applied to help with different use-cases for lifelogging;
• Multimodal interaction should be supported when users want to
access lifelogs. Individuals who want to access their lifelogs will
not necessarily be doing so from a desktop PC or a mobile hand-
held devices. New technologies such as Google Glass will sup-
port omnipresent access to information and to our data archives.
Lifelog access methods should cover a wide range of interaction
paradigms and access devices.
The key technical advances to date associated with these four areas
are now outlined.
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4.1 Identifying events
With so many streams of raw data potentially being gathered in lifel-
ogging, it is necessary to organise these streams by structuring them
into something meaningful, based on their content, either at indexing
time or at query time. In other applications of managing content, the
“unit” of information which is to be managed is obvious. The early days
of managing digital content were predominantly focused on text docu-
ment retrieval in which the unit of retrieval was fixed as the document,
and information retrieval researchers developed techniques for ad-hoc
document retrieval. In some cases when dealing with very large text
documents, sub-document units like paragraphs or structural units like
sections were considered, but the important point is that the document
as the unit was fixed and unambiguous and that unit did not need to
be defined or identified.
Moving away from text information, we see where this simple view
of the document as the unit breaks down. Consider video as an ex-
ample; content-based video retrieval has received significant research
attention through evaluation campaigns such as TRECVid, Smeaton
et al. (2006), and PASCAL, Everingham et al. (2010). Video is com-
posed of a hierarchy of structures from the lowest level of pixels that
combine to make visual frames, that are sequentially presented at a
given frame rate to constitute video shots, which are then logically
combined to make scenes that then combine to become whole seman-
tic videos that are part of video streams. In video search the unit of
retrieval can be the shot, which is the default in the TRECVid ad hoc
search task for many years, or it can be the scene or perhaps the whole
video and there are search tasks for which the scene or the whole video
is the retrievable unit of information. For other applications in video
search the unit of retrieval can be a specific event in the video, such as
the example of a goal being scored in a football match, or an event like
a cake being baked or a shelter being made as in TRECVid multimedia
event detection task.
In general, the notion of retrieving specific segments of content
from a continuous stream such as in video, is addressed by structur-
ing the stream into “segments”, based on an analysis of the content.
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These segments can be shots, scenes, events or any other logical unit.
In some cases, the segments may even be query dependent, such as
in the TRECVid Multimedia Event Detection task or in the MMM
Video Browser Showdown competition as described in Schoeffmann
et al. (2013).
When we consider lifelogging, the unit of retrieval or the unit of
content that we wish to manipulate is quite uncertain; we have not
had sufficient use-cases to define accurately what the all the potential
units should be. The varied sources of data can range from, at the low-
level, triaxial accelerometer readings (numeric triplets), through GPS
locations (longitude, latitude, elevation and speed readings) or a tem-
perature reading (single value) through to simple images, segments of
wearable video, documents accessed, and so on. Because of this variety,
it is the use-case that really does define the unit of retrieval. While this
is still an undefined area, the dominant unit of retrieval that has been
employed in lifelogging has been an atomic unit called the event until
now.
Event detection and segmentation is not a new concept. Automatic
recognition of events, where the event has some semantic significance,
has been identified as important for many years in applications like
managing personal photos, as described in Lim et al. (2003), index-
ing surveillance videos by Atrey et al. (2006) and summarising sports
videos in work by Sadlier and O’Connor (2005). In fact a whole series of
workshops have been held with a specific focus on the automatic iden-
tification of events from data streams, Doulamis et al. (2008); Scherp
et al. (2010). However, in each application of event segmentation, one
needs to know what an event is. According to Zacks and Tversky (2001)
“an event is a segment of time at a given location that is conceived by
an observer to have a beginning and an end”. However in lifelogging,
events don’t necessarily even have to be in a given location; consider
the event of driving to work, which will have a starting point, and end
point and potentially many locations in between. Consequently, the
concept of an event in lifelogging is more flexible than the above defi-
nition. Therefore, for lifelogging, the focus has, until now, been on the
event as the umbrella unit, with the event merging various sources of
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sensed data together into one logical unit, for which we typically have
of the order of a few dozen per day, which we know from Doherty and
Smeaton (2008b).
For better or for worse, organising data into events has now be-
come an accepted practice thus far for lifelogging research, as the first
phase of analysis and processing of lifelog data, Doherty et al. (2012,
2011b). This mirrors efforts in other domains which organise contin-
uous streams of data into some unit of meaningful information. For
example in the memory science domain, Zacks et al. (2006) notes that
“segmenting ongoing activity into distinct events is important for later
memory of these events”. Meanwhile in the video retrieval community
Smeaton et al. (2010) suggests that “automatic shot boundary detec-
tion is an enabling function for almost all automatic structuring of
video”. In addition, ’ Lin and Hauptmann (2006) state that for lifel-
ogging “continuous recordings need to be segmented into manageable
units so that they can be efficiently browsed and indexed’. Furthermore
while analysing epidemiological accelerometer datasets, Troiano et al.
(2008) states that “for comparison to physical activity recommenda-
tions, 10-min activity bouts were defined as 10 or more consecutive
minutes above the relevant threshold”, which ties in with the concept
of an event.
A consistent event model and an event-centric notion in lifelog-
ging is therefore a useful starting point for this discussion on or-
ganising lifelog data. Previously the dominant presentation paradigm
for reviewing lifelog images was a conventional sequential “replay”
or fast-forwarding of all captured images, more formally known as
RSVP, Spence (2002). This clearly would not be scalable beyond a
few days of lifelog data however. Following that, early applications of
image clustering to the event segmentation task either defined events
as being of a fixed duration of time or were adaptations of approaches
used to identify scenes in video, as described in Wang et al. (2006);
Yeung and Yeo (1996), or stories from conventional manually captured
images. Event segmentation models over lifelog data could make use of
the entire range of sensory data being gathered, which suggests that
there would be great diversity in the types of approaches that could be
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employed. Since we are more concerned with the capture of a totality
of life experience, many of the prior works we mention are reliant heav-
ily on the processing of visual or audio data. Some of the main event
segmentation techniques proposed in the field of lifelogging include:
• Ellis and Lee (2006, 2004) used audio data to segment lifelogs
into distinct activities (e.g. in the house, on the subway, at the
park, at work, in a meeting, etc.), with boundaries to the nearest
second;
• The Princeton Approach segmented lifelog videos into clips of
fixed duration as described in Wang et al. (2006), with boundaries
to the nearest 5 minutes;
• The time-constrained clustering technique from Lin and Haupt-
mann (2006), with boundaries to the nearest second;
• Yeung and Yeo (1996) used a time constrained clustering tech-
nique to segment the data, with boundaries to the nearest second;
• Doherty’s work on an early prototype and adaptation of Hearst’s
text-tiling technique, Doherty et al. (2007); Hearst and Plaunt
(1993), with second level boundaries;
• Another approach by Doherty and Smeaton (2008b) which used
sensors such as movement, light intensity and passive infra red
readings from a wearable device (a SenseCam) to define event
boundaries through a process of detecting activity level changes,
with second level boundaries.
The Doherty and Smeaton (2008b) approach using motion sen-
sors represents the most widely deployed event segmentation model for
lifelogging to date and the source code for this has subsequently been
released as open source Doherty et al. (2012) and represents a good
baseline for future efforts into improving event segmentation. The out-
put of this event segmentation model is shown in Figure 4.1, in which a
day of lifelog activities are segmented into approximately twenty events,
each automatically annotated with a novelty value, which are grouped
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Figure 4.1: A Visual Lifelogging tool Lee et al. (2008). The screenshot shows,
in the centre panel, a day, segmented into events, with each event represented by
a keyframe, the size of which is dependent on the novelty of that event. On the
leftmost panel is the date browsing calendar and on the right is a ranked list of
similar events to the currently selected event.
into morning/afternoon/evening and night clusters and a representa-
tive keyframe chosen for each event, with links to similar events for any
event selected.
Given these event segmentation models, it is still important to note
that an event is a very subjective concept and it is unlikely that one
event segmentation model that segments a lifelog sequence into a set
of discrete events will suit all (or even many) use-cases. Given the
opportunity to manually segment a lifelog representation of a day into
events, two people will very likely come up with different segmentations.
This is hardly surprising, especially if one of the two is the data owner.
In fact it is suggested that owners of lifelog data are better judges
(than non-owners) on their data as they have the best knowledge of
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the semantic meaning, and worldly context, of that data. However, even
the same individual at different points in time is likely to come up with
different segmentations, as we know from Doherty et al. (2009). This
has been called “event decay” and models the fact that, with the passing
of time, the human mind forgets about an event that has happened. It
was found that between 20-36% of original event boundaries were not
considered important a number of years later. Comparing to prior IR
work on video segmentation, or event segmentation from conventional
digital photo streams, Graham et al. (2002), where photo capture is
naturally bursty in nature, the challenges of working with continuous
lifelog streams are clearly identifiable. The idea of event segmentation
and event decay needs to be considered when developing real-world
lifelogging retrieval systems and it the concept of a segmented event as
the atomic unit of retrieval, while the de-facto standard at the moment
is likely to be replaced by other more dynamic techniques in the coming
years.
4.2 Annotating events and other atomic units of retrieval
In much the same way as textual annotations are used to bridge the Se-
mantic Gap in multimedia information retrieval, as described in Smeul-
ders et al. (2000), lifelogging requires a similar process to bridge the
semantic gap to allow a user to locate an event (or other unit) of infor-
mation without engaging in an exhaustive browsing effort or relying on
ineffective date/time search methods, Naaman et al. (2004); Doherty
et al. (2012). Perhaps the closest analogous task is in digital photo
retrieval, where past work for example that of Anguera et al. (2008);
O’Hare et al. (2007) and many others, have shown the potential of
using metadata or sensor data to automatically generate annotations.
So, for lifelogging, once events (or some suitable atomic unit) have
been identified, there is then a need to generate meaningful semantic
information for users in a phase of semantic enrichment. We now discuss
some techniques used in the literature to annotate lifelog events. This
can refer to internal representation which is used within a system and
is not intended to be visible to users, similar to the way the internal
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Sixteen most Enjoyable Activities
Intimatcy Socialising Relaxing Spirituality
Eating Exercising Watching TV Shopping
Preparing
Food
On the Phone Napping Taking care of
my Children
Computer Use Housework Working Commuting
Table 4.1: The sixteen most enjoyable life activities as identified by Kahneman
et al. (2004) using a convenience sample of 1018 employed women in 2004. The table
should be read from left to right and top down (from Intimacy to Commuting).
representation of a web page by a web search engine is not intended to
be visible to the user. Alternatively, or even in parallel, it can refer to
a form of manual annotation of events, similar to the way that videos
or still images are manually annotated or tagged in YouTube or Flickr.
Like other forms of multimedia retrieval in which there are multiple
levels of semantic enrichment, lifelogging is no different. Single sensor
sources could define basic semantics such as the user activity (from
accelerometers), audio events in the environment, low-level visual fea-
tures (such as colour or texture) from video or image streams, or even
the objects/shapes in these video or image streams. Alternatively, one
can offer higher-level semantics that can characterise the lifelog data.
For example, a basic, canonical set of higher-level concepts that can
categorise daily life activities and that could apply to most/many peo-
ple have been used to define event categories in some lifelogging work,
Wang and Smeaton (2011, 2012). These categories have been deter-
mined in advance by Kahneman et al. (2004) and colleagues from work
in the area of behavioural economics and are shown in Table 4.1. On
the other hand, prior work also includes best-guess efforts by computer
scientists, Doherty et al. (2011a), in which the events chosen (e.g. at
a desk, in front of a door, driving, eating, etc.) were selected due to
their potential for describing the common life activities of office-bound
researchers.
Since we all lead different lives and do different things, it follows
that the sets of semantic concepts which define our unique behaviours
should either be unique to the user, or be so broad as to cover most
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of the possible concepts that exist in daily life (e.g. the behavioural
economics life activities in Kahneman et al. (2004)). As implementa-
tions of concept detection become faster and more accurate, we are
likely to witness a progression from small numbers of carefully chosen
concepts to large-scale generic concept detection. Recent progress in
video search allows a user who is searching for a known item video
which s/he has seen previously and recall as something obscure, like
“Yellow single-decker bus driving towards a camera with vegetation and
cityscape in the background, in the daytime" to build a concept detector
for that topic on-the-fly using positive and negative examples, Oneata
et al. (2012); Chatfield and Zisserman (2012). Such dynamically con-
structed concept detection can use external images (for example from
Google Image Search) as candidate positive (and negative) images and
a classifier can be learned in real time, which is then used to process
the video archive. The potential for this in lifelogging is that it could be
used in a slightly refined way, to learn the most common behavioural
patterns from a lifelog, for annotation.
Since lifelogging is concerned with daily life experience, we can turn
to prior work concerning meaningful reflections on daily life. Lee and
Dey (2007) found four general categories of cues (from fourteen experi-
ences) were most effective: people (7 of the 14), action (4), object (2),
and place (1). This is similar to the uncategorised listing of contex-
tual data sources in early photo retrieval, see Naaman et al. (2004).
It would therefore be advantageous to detect and interpret implicit se-
mantics of lifelogging data from heterogeneous sources to explain the
Who, What, Where and When questions which are common in every-
day events, Bristow et al. (2004); Doherty and Smeaton (2010). These
four primary types of context information were proposed by Dey and
Abowd (1999) as the fundamental information to generate an histori-
cal diary, incorporating aspects of location, identity, time and activity.
We will base our discussion of event semantics around these four facets
of event description, though this is only one such categorisation and
several other models of categorisation could be equally valid, if indeed
a model of categorisation is required at all.
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4.2.1 Annotating lifelogs - who
Attempts to identify people who where co-present in an event have
mainly used Bluetooth sensors to scan and log co-present devices, Ea-
gle and Pentland (2006); Lavelle et al. (2007). In addition to annotating
people directly, the number and distribution of co-present people also
helps determine an event’s distinctiveness or uniqueness. For exam-
ple, Aizawa et al. (2004b) found faces helpful to detect event impor-
tance scores. Others extended this event importance scoring approach
by merging visual uniqueness, based on MPEG-7 visual features for
example, with the number of encountered people in a given event, Do-
herty and Smeaton (2008c). Distinctiveness is also a critical issue in
autobiographical memory, as found by Brewer (1988), but we don’t yet
understand what makes some things more distinct than others, though
this is a topic in current research, Hebbalaguppe et al. (2013). The
concept of distinctiveness is also taken into account in the information
retrieval domain, for example web page importance or in various forms
of novelty detection, Allan et al. (2003b).
Detecting people and faces is also useful in helping to select rep-
resentative “keyframes” for events, should image data be present. In
addition, image saliency has also been shown to be important when
selecting event keyframes, as discussed in Doherty et al. (2008). These
ideas were inspired from description of keyframe selection in the video
domain by Girgensohn and Boreczky (2000), and represented an al-
ternative to simpler techniques such as selecting the middle image in
each event as proposed by Smeaton and Browne. (2006); Blighe et al.
(2008). Keyframes can subsequently become the source data for visual
analysis or for use in a browsing interface.
4.2.2 Annotating lifelogs - what
To annotate what type of activity is occurring in events, efforts in lifel-
ogging have focused mainly on employing computer vision and audio
processing technologies. Audio processing assumes a continual audio log
of daily activities and using computer vision assumes wearable cameras,
such as the SenseCam. Wearable video, would of course capture both
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modalities together and recent experiences suggest that the inclusion
of additional sources of evidence (such as GPS location, user activ-
ity, time of the day) can all help to inform the semantic annotation
process. There have been some efforts using audio, for example Kern
et al. (2007) used a combination of audio activity levels and move-
ment/accelerometer sensors in an attempt to identify what was hap-
pening at a given point in time. There have also been audio-based ap-
proaches that attempt to convert spoken words into textual transcripts,
but none in the lifelogging domain, to the best of our knowledge.
Given our focus in this review on capturing a totality of life expe-
rience, computer vision based approaches will receive most attention.
Such approaches have involved using general multimedia processing
techniques for internal representation of events in lifelogging such as us-
ing MPEG-7 visual features, Salembier and Sikora (2002), SIFT (Scal-
able Invariant Feature Transformations), Lowe (2004), SURF (Speeded
up Robust Features), Bay et al. (2006), search using a bag of visual
words approach, Nistér and Stewnius (2006), and others. This work in-
volves exploring image feature vector similarity options, Kokare et al.
(2003); Rubner et al. (2000), and also merging different data sources to-
gether, Montague and Aslam (2001); Fox and Shaw (1993). All similar
approaches generate signatures for a given image from an event. From
these signatures it is possible to either support ‘find visually similar’
browsing interaction or they can be used as input into a higher-level
event classification.
The goal of higher-level image based approaches has been to ap-
ply an automatic form of semantic labelling to map lifelog images to
given concepts or activities, Doherty et al. (2011a), generally based
on Support Vector Machine (SVM) learning, Joachims (2002). Since
low-level features can be extracted automatically from media objects
including lifelog image content, these are assumed to correspond to the
semantics of the query in multimedia information retrieval, and to the
semantics of the lifelog event in our case. The FnTIR review of Con-
cept Based Video Retrieval by Snoek and Worring (2009) provides the
background information on identification of semantic concepts (such
as indoors, outdoors, eating, cars, explosions, etc.) on visual media in-
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cluding video, based on the extraction of low-level features (such as
MPEG-7, SIFT/SURF, etc.), and such techniques have also been em-
ployed on visual-based lifelogs to semantically enrich the content. In
multimedia information retrieval, state-of-the-art techniques use sta-
tistical approaches to map low-level features to concepts which are
then fused to relate to high-level query topics, Snoek et al. (2006). The
whole task is generally broken down into two steps: the detection of a
set of concepts and the association of concepts with queries. Semantic
concepts are usually automatically detected in a mathematical way by
mapping low-level features to high-level features. One state-of-the-art
approach is to apply discriminative machine learning algorithms such
as SVMs to determine the most likely concepts given the extracted
features Snoek et al. (2006), though we note a move towards deep
learning recently. Compared to a discriminative model which is more
task-oriented, generative statistical models such as Markov models try
to analyse the joint probability of variables, which are also proposed
in concept annotations in work by Li and Wang (2003). This modern
methodology facilitates an understanding of topic queries and low-level
features by analysing the mapping in a semantic way. To build a large-
scale ontology and lexicon for semantic gap filling, large efforts have
been made in activities like LSCOM (Large-Scale Concept Ontology for
Multimedia), Naphade et al. (2006); Kennedy and Hauptmann (2006),
TRECVid, Smeaton et al. (2009) and MediaMill’s 101 concepts, Snoek
et al. (2006). Smeaton et al. (2009) state that acceptable results have
been achieved already within the TRECVid video retrieval evaluation
framework for many cases particularly for concepts where there exists
enough annotated training data. Based on concept detection, encour-
aging improvement has been reported showing the efficiency and the
effectiveness of concepts for higher level retrieval, Snoek et al. (2006);
Neo et al. (2006). We refer the reader to other sources, such as Snoek
and Worring (2009) for a thorough overview of such techniques.
Concerning the number of concepts that would be required to sup-
port effective search and retrieval result over lifelogs, Hauptmann et al.
(2007) considered that 10,000 concepts is sufficient to provide Google-
quality retrieval from a video collection. We also know from Dean et al.
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(2013) that 10,000 concepts is considered sufficient for a human under-
standing of the world. In recent work, Google researchers have illus-
trated that fast, accurate detection of 100,000 object classes can be
performed on a single workstation. The total processing time is less
than 20 seconds and the approach achieves a mean average precision
of 0.16. Such technologies will be a key underlying technology in how
we organise and retrieve from large-scale lifelogs in future, as we move
from small numbers of concepts to systems that approximate the level
of human cognition.
Most of the analysis described above employ visual and audio pro-
cessing with the aim of identifying the ‘what’ of human lifestyle. How-
ever, when lifelogging, there are likely to be other sensor streams of
lifelog data that can aid the process of automatically annotating events.
This is one potential benefit of using lifelog data when compared to sin-
gle/dual sensor sources such as video streams. For example, even the
simple sensors on a SenseCam can aid in landmark detection, as shown
by Blighe et al. (2006), or location can significantly enhance the po-
tential of landmark detection from Zheng et al. (2009) in any visual
stream. Another example is the accelerometer, which can enhance the
ability to identify the physical activities of the wearer. Qiu et al. (2010)
have shown very high accuracy activity identification using a combi-
nation of accelerometer and WiFi signal strength. With lifelogs, the
richness of the sources of sensor data have the potential to significantly
increase the depth and accuracy of automatic annotation.
4.2.3 Annotation lifelogs - where
Retrieval by location has been shown by Naaman et al. (2004) in photo
retrieval to be one of the most effective selection techniques. With the
advent of cameraphones with in-built GPS location sensing, the quan-
tity of GPS-tagged photos has increased enormously. With regard to
lifelogging, where an event has occurred would be considered as a key
annotation element and the predominant form of annotating location is
based on using GPS and WiFi wearable sensors. For example Aizawa
et al. (2004b) captured a diverse set of “context” types using GPS loca-
tion data. Lazer et al. (2009) used cell phone GPS sensors to annotate
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where users were for given events. Finally Gurrin and colleagues have
extended this approach by also incorporating WiFi sensors to identify
fine-grained whereabouts of events in Gurrin et al. (2013).
Indoor localisation has recently started to appear in healthcare ap-
plications or as a commodity service in built-up areas like supermar-
kets and shopping malls where understanding indoor location can have
many potential benefits. For example, the “trail” of a user/shopper
can be used to select content to push to the user as advertising. Indoor
pressure sensors were used by de Silva et al. (2007) to identify location
in a home diary application. Other more recent, and potentially most
promising techniques used signal strengths from a network of wireless
network access points including WiFi and Bluetooth and a recent sur-
vey of these can be found in Fallah et al. (2013). While annotation of
lifelog events based on indoor location has yet to appear, the fact that
the indoor location-tracking systems are becoming available so easy it
is inevitable that they will be used in some lifelogging applications.
4.2.4 Annotating lifelogs - when
Naaman et al. (2004) have shown that, for photo retrieval, date/time
are not usually effective data organisation or annotation tools, primar-
ily because individuals do not normally remember the time/date of
past activities, unless there is some unique cue or some memory sup-
port. When applied to lifelogging, this effectively renders any browsing
mechanism ineffective when indexing large volumes of user data.
Lifelogging efforts have relied on the ready availability of built-in
clocks in capture devices to annotate by time, yet, when capturing
across multiple devices, or when travelling across timezones, the time
across different devices may slip out of alignment. Therefore, prior work
in lifelogging has not focused on developing new techniques to anno-
tate when events occur. Rather, the time is utilised as a source of
annotation, either in absolute value or in relative value. When time
is employed, it should not only focus on objective ideas of time, but
also subjective user perceptions of time. For example those in the so-
cial sciences have studied in depth the concept of cardinality of time
which considers how densely-grained users perceive time to be. Such
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considerations may improve future efforts to represent the when axis
of lifelog events.
4.2.5 Making use of the annotations
Naturally, automatically-computed annotations can be used to support
search and retrieval from lifelog archives by indexing each annotation
element in a database and supporting database-based retrieval. Aizawa
(2005) have utilised spoken textual annotations to describe each event
and the MyLifeBits project utilised simple narrative (location and time)
to represent content. However, it is also possible to employ a text re-
trieval approach if the annotation elements are merged to form textual
surrogate descriptions of the lifelog unit (typically the event). Byrne
and Jones (2008) have suggested that narrative text should be gener-
ated to represent each lifelog unit. As described by Riedl and Young
(2010), “narrative is a sequence of events that describes how the story
world change over time”, and we know that narratives can be used to
support keyword text searches using information retrieval techniques
from Jaimes et al. (2004). After all, text is the natural method that
users now have to locate knowledge using web search engines.
From narratology (the study of narrative form), we can identify
three processes needed to generate narratives from segmented events,
namely fabula, sjuzet, and discourse generation. From a lifelogging
viewpoint, fabula is the raw material of the lifelog, most probably as a
sequential series of meaningful sentences generated from lifelog anno-
tations representing real-world activities, sjuzet is the combination /
re-representation of the fabula to generate the lifelog narrative (most
probably at the event level), which is communicated to the user by
means of the discourse. We are not aware of any published work that
generates narrative text from total-capture style lifelog data, however,
with the popularisation of lifelogging, the generation of automatically-
generated narrative diaries is likely to receive more attention.
All of this presented thus far assumes that the lifelog is a flat col-
lection of non-related events, each represented by a textual annotation
and various forms of semantically meaningful metadata. This is simi-
lar to the pre-web field of information retrieval where retrieval models
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were based on assuming a flat collection of text documents. While this
is likely to be effective enough for many retrieval scenarios, there is
significant potential in considering that a hierarchical data structure
does not adequately represent the lifelog of annotated events. A lifelog
is more like a densely linked hypermedia archive that provides oppor-
tunities for modeling the archive as a graph; this more closely maps
onto the proposed structure of human episodic memory. We know from
prior research, Richardson and Domingos (2002); Haveliwala (2002);
Taneja and Gupta (2010); Gurrin and Smeaton (2004), that exploiting
the linkage structure of the web allowed the PageRank algorithm, as
described in Page et al. (1999), to enhance the effectiveness of large-
scale information retrieval on the web. There are issues to be solved
in this research regarding the subtle but important difference between
organically created links by humans on the web that carry the latent im-
plication of related content and links between lifelog events that would
need to be created by automatic means, at least in the near-term.
4.3 Search and retrieval within lifelogs
Depending on the use-case for lifelogging, the search and retrieval mech-
anisms employed would be very different. For example, in a simple form
of quantified self analytics, the access mechanism may be based on data
summarisation and aggregation and there would be little need to actu-
ally locate any single sensor reading or semantically meaningful unit.
However, in this review, we are taking a view that the lifelog is a me-
dia rich repository and the access mechanisms that are supported by
the surrogate memory will support a large number of use-cases. This
in itself is one of the major challenges facing the lifelogging commu-
nity; that is effectively retrieving information that is useful to a user
for any given information need, or that can be used to underpin some
application like memory recall, as shown in Gemmell et al. (2004,
2006); Bell and Gemmell (2007); Aizawa et al. (2001); Tancharoen and
Aizawa (2004); Tancharoen et al. (2005, 2006); Hori and Aizawa (2003);
Aizawa et al. (2004a). An initial assumption would be to employ state-
of-the-art techniques from database search and information retrieval
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to scalably index the life-experience events in lifelog and provide om-
nipresent access via keyword/database search, ranking though a desk-
top interface. This is the approach taken by the MyLifeBits project at
Microsoft Research. Perhaps in the world of big-data this should move
us towards NoSQL databases, with lower models of data consistency
than for regular relational databases.
However, as lifelog archives grow larger, the set-based retrieval
model (as used in relational databases) very quickly becomes unwork-
able. In a similar manner to the early progress of IR technologies, the
move towards ranked output for ad-hoc queries becomes necessary. Ex-
tending such ad-hoc retrieval mechanisms by adding access via recom-
mendations using historical and immediate context sources as drivers,
coupled with multimodal and omnipresent interaction, is the most likely
way for progress in user access to lifelogs.
However, there has never been any significant effort made to de-
velop formal models for lifelog retrieval. This is most likely due to
the lack of distributable test collections (more about this later) and a
lack of readily available users. In most use-cases (principally in the
medical domain), the focus has been on short-term data gathering
with manual analysis/playback of SenseCam-type data or quantifica-
tion/summarisation into charts, diagrams or other widgets aimed at in-
creasing our understanding in the lifestyle analysis domain. Progressing
from a small, dedicated group of early adapters to a scenario in which
large numbers of users are gathering detailed lifelogs means that the
research community must face the challenge of providing access tools,
so that a lifelogger can locate any piece of knowledge from multi-year
archives with the same ease and confidence as one executes a web search
today.
Without the significant involvement of many users contributing in-
formation needs based on real-world use cases, an understanding of
the actual information needs of a lifelogger has never been thoroughly
investigated. The small number of early adapters such as Bell, Mann,
Gurrin and Aziawa (see Chapter 2) have contributed to the discussion,
however such a small number of (atypical) users can not sufficiently
motivate the development of a broad set of effective retrieval models.
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Figure 4.2: An animated playback window of lifelog data captured from a Sense-
Cam. Shown here is a event segmentation and gesture-based playback tool for a
livingroom TV, as described in Gurrin et al. (2010a)
The animation style playback of a day’s events (see Figure 4.2), or a
quantified-self style chart-based analysis can hardly represent a suitable
retrieval model, except in very limited use cases. The first retrieval sys-
tem developed for lifelog data over large archives was developed by Lee
et al. (2008); Doherty et al. (2012). This lifelog search engine employed
a photo search metaphor of event segmentation, event annotation and
multi-axes search, similar to that of O’Hare et al. (2005). Not surpris-
ingly, it was found that the search metaphor was significantly more
useful than a time/date browsing metaphor. The search interface from
Doherty’s experiment is shown in Figure 4.3 and the browsing interface
was previously shown as Figure 4.1.
Without having a large user base, and not wanting to rely solely
on the experiences of the few early adapters, we need to look elsewhere
for search use-cases and interaction metaphors. Fortunately, there has
been consideration of the reasons why people would access their past
memories and we can use these reasons as motivations for the types of
retrieval models that should be developed. In presenting a constructive
critique of lifelogging, Sellen and Whittaker (2010) propose incorpo-
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Figure 4.3: Visual lifelogging “multi-axes” browser developed in 2010. The primary
design goal was to provide multi-faceted retrieval of events to support person rec-
ollection. This browser aims to support search on the “who”, “what”, “when” and
“where” axes of retrieval, Doherty et al. (2012)
rating the psychology of memory into the design of lifelogging systems.
In this work, five aspects of human memory access (called the “five
R’s”) are proposed and these provide a first framework within which
to focus lifelogging search and retrieval efforts. The five R’s are recol-
lecting, reminiscing, retrieving, reflecting and remembering intentions.
Each of these can define a different reason why people want to access
their memories, and by inference, their lifelogs. Each could potentially
become a track in a lifelog evaluation forum, along the lines of the
tracks in TREC, but at present, they are valuable to inform our un-
derstanding of the potential use-cases.
• Recollecting is concerned with reliving past experiences, which
can be necessitated for various reasons; for example, we may want
to recall who was at a party we attended, or what we said in that
New York museum back in 2000. Recollecting is concerned with
accessing episodic memories, those memories of our past life ex-
perience. To support a user recollecting information from vast
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multi-year archives will require highly accurate search engines
that semantically rank content and extract just the sequence of
the lifelog that is most pertinent to the user and present this se-
quence in as much detail as required to aid recollection. The unit
of retrieval may be the event, or it may be a sub-event, depend-
ing on the user information need. In any case, this is the closest
retrieval model to ad-hoc retrieval and as a starting point, event-
level retrieval is certainly a target to aim for. The best example
of such a retrieval system is the retrieval interface described in
Doherty et al. (2012) that we have previously discussed.
In order to support recollection as a retrieval model, the event
that is retrieved in response to an information need is a retrieval
unit that is not a memory in itself, rather it helps to trigger the
lifelogger’s own memory process to recall the actual event from
the user’s own memory. There have been studies with memory
impaired individuals, the aim of which was to use SenseCam to
aid recall of past activities, Pauly-Takacs et al. (2011); Berry
et al. (2009). In many of these studies the individual’s organic
memory was triggered to recollect past experiences by some small
nugget of information from the lifelog, such as the brand of tea
on the table, or the position of the car in the car park. To support
user recollection will require conventional information retrieval,
coupled with query-specific experience segmentation and the in-
tegration of an appropriate presentation representation.
• Reminiscing, which is a form of recollecting, is about reliving past
experiences for emotional or sentimental reasons. It is often con-
cerned with story-telling or sharing of life experiences with others.
Byrne and Jones (2009); Byrne et al. (2011) have explored the
potential of lifelogging to enhance storytelling and found visual
modalities to be most fluent in communicating experience with
other modalities serving to support them and that the users em-
ployed the salient themes of the story to organise, arrange and
facilitate filtering of the content.
Reminiscing will need to integrate retrieval to find the correct
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region of the lifelog to retrieve, which is more likely to be at
the event level or at a higher level, such as the morning, the
day or even longer periods, such as the holiday. This suggests
that it will likely require new techniques for combining multiple
relevant temporally arranged events into one coherent segment
of the lifelog. Once the appropriate segment is found, narrative
generation, topic tracking and detection, novelty detection and
summarisation, all operating in conjunction with conventional
multimedia document ranking techniques, could will be useful to
provide a suitable result representation.
• Retrieving (information), is a more specific form of recollecting
in which we seek to retrieve specific information from the lifelog,
such as an address, a document, a location, or any atomic piece of
information. Such retrieval will require high precision search en-
gines that semantically rank content and extract just the nugget
of information that is most pertinent to the user’s information
need, i.e. not the event, but some other unit of retrieval. This
is challenging because the retrieval unit may be unknown until
query time, and even so, some forms of semantic enhancement
may be necessary to infer an answer from the underlying data,
which is composed of non-heterogeneous documents in different
media types. The query will define the type of knowledge that is
required; it is unlikely that a whole document would be expected
in response to a query, as is the norm for web search. Rather the
requirement is for a retrieval mechanism like MyLifeBits or some
form of question-answering system. In any case, the retrieval is
more akin to the question-answering as in Wolfram Alpha1 than
to whole document retrieval as in Google.
• Reflecting, is a form of quantified-self analysis over the lifelog
data in order to discover knowledge and insights that may not
be immediately obvious. We already see many examples of this
from the quantified-self community. It is concerned with analysing
patterns or viewing past experiences with a different perspective.
1http://www.wolframalpha.com/
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This is a true big-data challenge in that it will require extract-
ing semantics from large archives over extended periods of time.
Given that it is difficult to pre-identify all types of reflection that
could form user queries, the retrieval system should be flexible
enough to support users constructing queries at query time and
the appropriate mechanism should be provided to support this.
To get some idea of the potential types of information needs,
we can examine the quantified-self movement who extract knowl-
edge from manually, or automatically, constructed logs of activ-
ity. Supporting reflection would require retrieval based on user
information needs, various forms of data analysis for semantic
extraction and information summarisation to infer new seman-
tic knowledge. An example of supporting reflection is Kelly et al.
(2010) who used colour as the abstract representation of life activ-
ities by simulating a 1 pixel camera based on SenseCam archives,
the Annual Reports by Nick Feltron 2, or finally, the work of
O’Loughlin et al. (2013) who used wearable camera images to
help participants recall their nutrition intake over the previous
24 hours.
• Remembering Intentions, which is more about prospective (re-
membering future plans) memory than episodic memory (past
experiences). This is a form of planning future activities which
is a life activity that everyone engages in. This assists people to
remind or prompt them about tasks they would like to do (e.g.
post that letter) given the current context, or real-time prompts
on who they are talking to (e.g. this is Paul), or giving prompts on
conversation cues (e.g. last time here together, you had just came
out of the new Batman film). Past lifelogging efforts were exclu-
sively focused on episodic memory as it was always a post-hoc
analysis (i.e. constrained by technology); however with real-time
lifelogging technology available (see §3.3) we can now consider
context/situational awareness (and past history of the user) to
provide prospective memory prompts as envisioned in Starner
2http://feltron.com
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et al. (1997).
These five Rs of memory access provide an initial guideline to the
types of retrieval that are needed to support a wide variety of infor-
mation access types on lifelogs. One could envisage a TREC track to
cover each of these R’s at some point in the future.
Even though the five R’s provide us with clues as to the types of
information accesses that could be performed over lifelogs, we have
yet to consider the query construction methodology, which is poten-
tially far more complex than we are used to in current web or media
retrieval. One issue that is inherent in all types of lifelog access is
how to support a user making a query. Supporting a user to quickly
and easily make a sufficiently rich query will not be a simple task.
The only prior retrieval experimentation into accessing memories from
multi-year lifelogs is from Doherty et al. (2012) and this shows that it
took on average 127 seconds to find a known item from a three year
archive and that search was successful 75% of the time. Exploring this
127 seconds in more detail, it is clear that the actual process of query
construction takes valuable time as the user considers the information
need combined with recalled aspects of past experiences to construct
the complex query and then selects query factors from a query panel.
See Figure 4.3 for the interface used in this experiment. Of course, the
concept of a query panel for selecting dates, locations, concepts, people,
etc. is not an optimised query interface. In a world of ubiquitous com-
puting where the computer can literally be next to your face, we would
simply be able to speak a query into a search engine as if we are asking
a knowledgeable friend. Assuming that, the knowledgeable friend still
needs to be able to disambiguate a query that will be incomplete yet
detailed; not so much“videos of a cat on a piano” as “the name of the
bottle of wine that I drank when at a dinner party with Jane and Kate
back in Summer, two years ago (I think), at the weekend, sometime
after my birthday, and it was a wet night”. One can see the challenge
that the field of information retrieval needs to address.
Another factor that is easily overlooked, and one that differentiates
some types of lifelog retrieval from conventional information retrieval
is that the user query can be inadequate to sufficiently disambiguate
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one event from possibly hundreds of others like it, or worse still, the
user query can be incorrect in one or more aspects. Human memory is
inherently flawed and we as individuals are prone to forgetting our past
experiences or merging similar experiences together. Another contrib-
utory factor in making this retrieval process more challenging is that
since the lifelog is effectively a surrogate memory for the user, when an
individual wishes to recollect or retrieve information, then she is likely
to be querying because she can not recall the experience (or some as-
pect of) in the first place, so it is even more likely that the query will
be incorrect in some aspects. All of this makes the retrieval process
significantly more challenging than we are used to in ad-hoc serach.
Without larger use-cases, though, it is difficult to draw any detailed
conclusions as of yet.
Retrieval efforts on significant lifelog datasets have been sparse
thus far, with the few noteworthy efforts. One such example is
from Ó’Conaire et al. (2007) showing poor performance in automat-
ically retrieving results for specific queries of interest (P@5 of 0.3).
The challenge of effective and efficient retrieval remains unsolved at
present.
4.4 User experience and user interfaces
It is important to understand how people will use and access their
life archives, rather than simply viewing lifelogging as a new multime-
dia retrieval challenge and developing top N ranked-list type solutions.
Given that lifelogging is a technology in its infancy, as discussed pre-
viously, it is not so easy to define all the ways that a user will interact
with their lifelog content. Traditionally, information retrieval focused
on ad-hoc search which generates, for a given information need a set
of, or a ranked list of documents or objects, which are presented to
the user as a list. However lifelogging appears to need different types
of search depending on the information need such as question answer-
ing, summarisation, prompting based on contextual cues, etc. There
has been some initial work on design considerations for lifelog content
by van den Hoven et al. (2012) which focused on using lifelogs to help
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people remember in everyday situations, while Whittaker et al. (2012)
proposed a set of design principles for developing lifelogging systems
that support human memory. Hopfgartner et al. (2013) presented a set
of user interaction templates for the design of lifelogging systems and
Byrne et al. (2008b) present a set of guidelines for the presentation
and visualisation of lifelog content, including the need for a simple and
intuitive interface, segmenting the content into comprehensible units,
aiding human memory and support for exploration ad comparison. All
of these offer meaningful insights into how to design the user interface
and user experience for lifelog applications.
Thus far, most lifelog interaction scenarios have focused on sup-
porting user browsing through lifelog archives. Since there are only a
handful of long-term lifelog archives available, this is understandable,
and in many ways mirror the early days of video retrieval in which video
browsing systems were initially developed before being replaced with
video search systems. Looking initially at browsing interfaces, there has
been the following prior reported work:
• A SenseCam image browser which facilitates annotations of im-
ages of interest and also rapid playback of image sequences from
Hodges et al. (2006);
• An event-based SenseCam image browser which automatically
segments lifelog data into events or episodes and then allows
users to manually annotate those events, Doherty and Smeaton
(2008a);
• An update to Doherty’s event-based SenseCam image browser,
where wearable camera images are combined with accelerometer
data which determines event boundaries, Doherty et al. (2013c)
• A gesture-based event browser for use on the livingroom TV
which utilised the Nintendo Wii platform to browse through
lifelog images via a gesture interface, Gurrin et al. (2010a);
• Representing entire sequences of lifelog images as part of a
’“colour-of-life” wheel, made available on touchscreens or desk-
tops, Kelly et al. (2010);
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• Asking users to manually tag eating episodes during data col-
lection, automatically analysing the content of those foods, and
then allowing users to browse through those image-based food
episodes on a web browser, Kitamura et al. (2008);
• An ethnography browser segmenting lifelog data into events, au-
tomatically annotating those events for lifestyle traits, and there-
after allowing market researchers to target demographies of in-
terest, Hughes et al. (2012);
• A touchscreen browser integrating event segmentation to al-
low computer illiterate older adults browse their lifelog con-
tent, Caprani et al. (2010);
• An episode based browser to review lifelog video data, Tan-
charoen et al. (2006);
• The ShareDay system which allows both touchscreen browsing
through lifelog events, and event sharing with family and friends
and multi-user augmented events, Zhou et al. (2013);
• A browser for segmenting raw data into episodes of equal
duration, and thereafter facilitating query-by-example image
search, Wang et al. (2006).
• Sellen’s chronological browsing as part of memory experiments,
Sellen et al. (2007)
• Kalnikaite’s browser which combines both GPS and Sense-
Cam images, pairing together images and GPS points if a
SenseCam timestamp falls within 50 seconds of a GPS times-
tamp, Kalnikaite et al. (2010).
These represent different user interfaces that have been developed
to browse through (mostly visual) lifelog data, however no clear ex-
periments have been proposed to evaluate the effectiveness of these
approaches in comparison to each other. The best solution may repre-
sent a combination of some of the aforementioned approaches, but this
requires future research.
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Moving from a browsing to a search scenario, and without sufficient
past research to refer to, we look again towards the five Rs of memory
access from Sellen and Whittaker (2010) to provide initial clues. Until
such time as we have sufficient numbers of people maintaining personal
life archives to get real-world usage data, they serve as valuable source
of proposed interaction scenarios.
When recollecting, reliving past experiences, we know that visual
media, especially captured from the first person viewpoint, provide
very powerful memory cues and leads to what is referred to as Prous-
tian moments of recall, Stix (2011). Any interaction mechanism that
supports recollecting from lifelogs should incorporate a visual access
methodology. Reminiscing, reliving past experiences, will rely heavily
on storytelling and narrative generation. Retrieving (information), lo-
cating nuggets of information from the personal life archive, such as a
document, a location, a sound, a recipe, and so on. In this case, the fo-
cus of the interaction methodology should be on supporting the user in
the query generation process and presenting the precise nugget of infor-
mation that is sought using a suitable interface. Reflecting will analyse
patterns and discover knowledge and insights that may not be imme-
diately obvious. The interaction mechanism for query generation is not
yet understood, but the user should be able to define source data for
analysis, for example, the activity levels correlated with location and
time to identify where the user is most active on weekend mornings.
The presentation of this data should be highly visual and employ in-
terface metaphors such as timelines, charts and infographics, each of
which could support clickthrough analysis of the underlying data to
support drill-down reflection. Finally for Remembering Intentions, the
user is concerned with reminders and a memory of future activities.
The key driver to support this is real-time life experience sampling and
query triggering. The key interaction challenges are how to capture the
information need, understanding user context and how to present the
reminder to the user using some aspect of pervasive interaction.
As can be seen, elements of assisted query formulation, engaging
storytelling, summarisation, visualisation and potentially disruptive
recommendation are the key research points that will need to be ex-
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plored in greater detail. An underlying caveat in all of this work is that
a human’s ability to generate a query or to find a suitable browsing
point is highly dependent on their own ability to remember details cor-
rectly from the event containing the information they are seeking and
that may be a catch-22 situation.
4.5 Evaluation: methodologies and challenges
The field of Information Retrieval has a long and rich history of sup-
porting well designed comparative evaluations. The development of
standardised evaluation workshops for Information Retrieval such as
TREC, CLEF and NTCIR drove the employment of standardised test
collections for evaluation, building on the Cranfield model from the
1950s. This type of evaluation is based on a so-called test collection,
which consists of a static database of information objects, a static set
of topics representing information needs, and a static set of judgments
of the relevance of the information objects to each topic. A common
characteristic of these evaluation workshops is that test collections (as-
suming the appropriate legalities are in place) are made available to
participants to support the comparative evaluation. This has served the
Information Retrieval community well; for ad-hoc search, we have seen
a doubling of retrieval performance within the first eight years of the
TREC evaluation framework, Vicedo and Gómez (2007). Information
Retrieval research is based on the availability of datasets and test col-
lections that support comparative evaluation, although in recent years,
there has been an increase in the number of non-repeatable experimen-
tation appearing in top conferences such as SIGIR, ECIR, CIKM, and
so on. This has caused considerable debate within the community.
An initial analysis of the challenges of lifelog evaluation was pre-
pared by Jones et al. (2008), who found that there were many research
questions to be explored. Based on these challenges, and incorporating
our own experiences, we can identify that lifelogging poses some unique
challenges for evaluation:
• The data is hugely personal to the data gatherer. A lifelog could
contain sensor data representing intimate details of daily life, ac-
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tivities and interactions, extending over a prolonged period of
time. As we have previously discussed, the sensor data could in-
clude images captured at short intervals, videos, locations, peo-
ple interactions, communications (emails, SMS messages, phone
logs, websites visited, etc.); in short, everything that the individ-
ual experiences and gathers during the collection of the dataset.
Hence, due to the personal nature of lifelog data, as well as in-
herent legal issues around the release of visual, aural and sensor
data of unknown individuals captured in the data, there is real
and substantial challenge in sourcing datasets and test collections
that could support comparative evaluation. Heretofore, most of
the evaluation has been carried out using single (or few) person
datasets;
• There are no lifelog crawlers to gather a lifelog dataset as the
data is not likely to be publicly available. Crawled collections
have, after all, been the foundation of many retrieval evaluation
frameworks such as the web search tasks at TREC Bailey et al.
(2003), but in the case of lifelogging, the overhead of gathering a
dataset is immense. It would be necessary for individuals to dili-
gently gather highly-personal datasets and make them available
for community use;
• Most prior work has been performed on small-scale datasets (of
the order of weeks or months of data). However, lifelogging is, by
its nature, long-term. If one does wish to gather a large dataset,
there is a time-delay involved, it takes one year for a person to
gather one year of lifelog data; there are very few longitudinal
archives of detailed lifelog data that even exist. There is no real
value in simulation of the data as the lifelog is supposed to reflect
real-life activities and any deviation from those real-life activities
will naturally impact on the usefulness of the collection;
• The lifelog is most meaningful to only one person, the data gath-
erer. While anyone could examine the lifelog dataset and generate
queries and relevance judgements, the actual usefulness of a lifelog
retrieval system is not simply to generate a good quality ranked
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list; it is to support the individual in accessing past memories
using carefully considered reasons, such as those provided by the
five Rs that we have earlier discussed. Hence the only truly reli-
able judge of the accuracy of many potential retrieval approaches
is the individual who gathered the data in the first place.
Hence, there are currently no defined holistic benchmarking eval-
uation tests in lifelogging. Even though there are numerous data sets
and collections available across many media, aimed at many different
information research challenges, there are none that take a holistic view
and gather many sources of data into one dataset. The personal nature
of the data and the various legal issues, both comprise the biggest chal-
lenge. There are, however, already some collections that could support
some aspect of lifelogging research. There are user generated video col-
lections from TRECVid and other evaluation forums which can be used
to evaluate individual components of the lifelog collections. There are
also digital photo collections, Bolettieri et al. (2009), and even email
collections, Klimt and Yang (2004), or spoken conversation collections,
such as the Apollo collection of six months of speech transcripts and
annotations from the Apollo programme, as described in Oard and
Malionek (2013). By employing such collections, aspects of lifelog re-
trieval can be evaluated, but without a holistic lifelog test collection or
dataset, this is still only addressing part of the challenge.
Where lifelog system evaluations have taken place, they have usu-
ally been over small collections of data gathered by a few individuals,
often a few weeks of data gathered by a few individuals (often less than
ten). There are few extreme lifelogging collections in existence at all,
the only ones we are aware of are the MyLifeBits data gathered by Gor-
don Bell and the visual (and other modality) lifelog of Cathal Gurrin.
Such archives run into the millions of items and tens or hundreds of
millions of sensor readings. We would consider these to be equivalent
in size to the ad-hoc/Web TREC collections of a decade ago.
Notwithstanding the non-availability of shared test collections
presently, it is worthwhile to explore the methodology employed in
Doherty et al. (2012) when developing the evaluation framework for
three years of lifelog data. This is the only example that we are aware
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of that takes a systematic approach to comparatively evaluating two
interactive lifelog retrieval systems over a multi-year archive. Working
closely with memory scientists, a three year archive of lifelog data (pri-
marily focusing on SenseCam rather than location or bluetooth data)
was chosen for the experimentation. The individual who gathered the
data was asked to select fifty information needs (important memories)
from the three years of lifelog data, without examining the data. This
comprised the dataset, three years of data and fifty known-item queries.
Following an interval of six months, enough time to forget which in-
formation needs had been chosen, the individual was presented with
two retrieval systems, each of which executed 25 of the queries. Since
this was a known-item search task, the mean-time elapsed until suc-
cess and the number of successfully executed queries were the primary
evaluation measures employed.
All of this is at odds with typical information retrieval research
which is based on a history of theory followed by experimental eval-
uation going back to the Cranfield paradigm and then maturing into
evaluation benchmarking campaigns. Lifelogging doesn’t fit easily into
the information retrieval model of comparative benchmarking as the
standard mode of evaluation of information retrieval system perfor-
mance. For lifelogging there is the challenge of moving from an indi-
vidual query / test collection approach to search session support, to
extended sessions based on user knowledge, experience and supporting
long-term information access. So, while we can gather large amounts
of personal sensed data and carry out closed evaluations of new lifelog-
ging tools and techniques, this will not be in the spirit of information
retrieval research, i.e. the repeatability of experiments. Until such time
as a test collection is made available, we as a community are likely to
keep focusing on component evaluations of lifelog systems as well as
our own closed evaluations.
5
Lifelogging Applications
As we have seen at the beginning of this volume, lifelogging represents a
phenomenon whereby people can digitally record their own daily lives in
varying amount of detail, for a variety of purposes, thereby generating
the ultimate “black box” of life activities. Lifelogging offers potential for
mining or inferring knowledge about how we live our lives. Aside from
the early adopters and extreme lifeloggers that we mentioned earlier,
many of whom wish to gather their own detailed digital trace of their
lives, a scaled-down version of lifelogging has also been ongoing thus
far for some applications and scenarios.
We will now summarise the most important of these, dividing them
into personal or individual applications where the logging is done solo,
and applications aimed at populations or groups of people, for the pur-
pose of some greater societal or organisational good. Many of these
lifelogging applications come from the healthcare or quantified-self do-
mains. We discuss the future relevance of lifelogging to information
retrieval at the end of this chapter.
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5.1 Personal lifelogging applications
We define personal lifelogging applications as those where a single indi-
vidual uses lifelogging tools to record information about him/herself for
his/her own benefit and while some of the lifelog data may ultimately
be shared with others, this is not the primary purpose of the lifelogging
activity. While some may choose to lifelog with a view to building up
an archive of life activities, as one would maintain a diary, we expect
that most people will be motivated to lifelog based on an expectation
of some benefit. At present, there are few actual applications of lifel-
ogging technologies; those that are being employed currently are now
described.
5.1.1 Self-Monitoring of activities
Earlier, in sections 1.3 and 3.1 on “who lifelogs” and on “sources of
lifelog data” respectively, we introduced some of the many devices now
available as consumer products for logging caloric energy expenditure.
These include the FitBit OneTM, Nike Fuelband TM, and LarkTMas
examples. The whole experience is usually wrapped into a gamification
model, Deterding et al. (2011). In such a model, the user can choose
daily or weekly targets to be reached, there are badges to be won as re-
wards, there is often integration with social networks and comparisons
can be made against oneself and against others. Indeed, if we go back to
the time when passive (or any form of digital) lifelogging was not pos-
sible we find there is a lot of prior work which studies self-monitoring,
in those days based on active rather than passive logging, and normally
using a written diary. Nelson and Hayes (1981) have neatly summarised
the theory behind why some people self-monitor, and in particular have
studied reasons why self-monitoring can be used to alter behaviour. Al-
though this is an article from more than three decades ago, its findings
are still valid in the world of digital lifelogging. From Michie et al.
(2011), we know information obtained through self-observation pro-
vides feedback and helps to illustrate when behaviour deviates from a
given standard of performance thus triggering the subject to take some
actions, namely to change behaviour. Lifelogging, by its inherent pas-
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sive nature, has the potential to make self-monitoring more accessible
to many individuals.
Monitoring of dietary intake has been manually logged by people
since well before digital lifelogging but the difficulty is in remembering
all of the food and drink we consume during the day because of our
tendencies to eat outside regular mealtimes. Automatically sensing and
then logging what we eat is difficult to automate, as shown in Amft and
Troster (2009), since there is no non-invasive wearable sensor which can
reliably detect this with high recall at present. As a result, most diet-
based lifelogging uses wearable cameras to record the wearer’s day and
from this to offer memory triggers for manual logging. This depends
upon the wearer wanting to generate a truthful and accurate log of food
intake and so there must be some enveloping incentive for the wearer
such as a target weight loss or improvement on sedentary behaviour.
The DietSense project by Reddy et al. (2007a) at UCLA, makes
use of a mobile phone with a camera embedded to capture pictures of
the wearer’s day automatically. The images collected act as the log of
the wearer’s mealtimes and are used in collaboration with the subject
to analyse the diet intake in order to give feedback and to improve diet
choices. More recent work on the same topic is reported in O’Loughlin
et al. (2013) where the SenseCam was used, again as a memory trigger
for manual logging. Gemming et al. (2013) adds further methodological
rigour to the issue by comparing wearable camera assisted recall of diet
to traditional self-report measures. Finally, Aizawa et al. (2013) utilised
foodlogs to estimate food balance for personal dietary monitoring and
in later work, Aizawa (2013) presents the multimedia food log as a
means of making societal donations.
Smoking cessation is another healthcare target that has been the
subject of lifelogging research by Stanley and Osgood (2011) and like
eating or drinking, it is difficult to automatically sense smoking without
some kind of invasive wearable sensor. Thus, as in diet monitoring, the
use of lifelogging to assist with smoking cessation has been as a tool to
record the subject’s day and from the reminiscence through the lifelog,
to offer triggers or rewards to help with the smoking cessation goal.
Another form of self monitoring is sleep monitoring, both the time
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spent asleep and the quality of sleep. There are many devices on
the market that monitor sleep quality, based on wearable accelerome-
ters, devices placed beside the bed or even phone apps that monitor
the phone’s accelerometer. While sleep monitoring, like accelerometer-
based activity/exercise recognition, is not a visual lifelogging activity,
we include it in this discussion because it has provided one of the first
use-cases for passive monitoring of an individual’s activities for some
perceived knowledge gain. In all of these examples, a clear benefit is
provided to the individual who is logging their activities and they make
a choice to do so in order to gain extra awareness or knowledge of their
life activities.
5.1.2 Memory assistance
One of the early targets for personal lifelogging, especially visual lifel-
ogging from wearable cameras, was helping to overcome the difficulties
some people have with short term memory recall, especially for people
with Alzheimer’s and other dementias. This exploited the well-known
phenomenon of Proustian Moments as described in Stix (2011), where
a trigger of some kind – a smell, sound, image, object, etc. – causes a
spontaneous recollection of something from our past. The theory is that
re-living a recent experience by examining images from a lifelog can in-
duce a Proustian recall and there has been much work using the Sense-
Cam especially, to lifelog those people with memory impairments, espe-
cially episodic memory impairment, e.g. Lee and Dey (2008), and then
to re-play their day thus triggering short-term recall and re-opening
some of their cognitive pathways, albeit briefly.
Studies at Addenbrook’s hospital in Cambridge, U.K. and elsewhere
show measurable effects of improved memory after replay of a given
day’s activities, though on a small sample size, as described in Berry
et al. (2009); Pauly-Takacs et al. (2011); Silva et al. (2013). In Vemuri
et al. (2004); Vemuri and Bender (2004) a memory re-finding use of
lifelogging which is called “iRemember” is presented, where audio clips
are used as the main information key to navigate memory and once
again these exploit the phenomenon of Proustian recall.
Using lifelogs in memory rehabilitation and memory assistance, is
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an active area of research though progress has to be slow and measured,
and based on statistically significant improvements across populations
rather than anecdotal evidence of whatever good it may bring. We know
from Brindley et al. (2011) that memory and memory rehabilitation is
a complex process, and not very well understood, and while the tech-
nology is there to digitally record our lives, how to present them back
to people with memory impairments in such a way that they do bring
benefit is a subject of ongoing investigation. One good example of re-
cent research following this methodologically rigorous route is described
in Silva et al. (2013), which suggests that thirty healthy adults experi-
enced enhancements to short-term cognitive functioning by reviewing
wearable camera images.
5.1.3 Longer-Term assisted living
While wearable lifelogging has benefited from the availability of cheap
and reliable sensor technology, similar sensors have also been used to
lifelog directly from the environments in which we live. There have
been many projects worldwide based on ambient assisted living which
have instrumented homes using sensors like Passive Infra Red detectors,
contact sensors on doors, fridges, microwaves, ovens, sensors monitoring
energy and water usage, sensors on light switches, pressure sensors in
furniture and beds, and so on. The incentive for this work is to allow
older adults to have independent lives in their own homes both for their
own well-being as well as for economic reasons.
One example project which uses longer-term lifelogging is at the
Great Northern Haven in Dundalk, Ireland, where 16 apartments which
support independent living of older adults, have been instrumented
with a selection of over 100 such sensors per home. This is described in
O’Brien et al. (2012). Occupants are monitored in a completely passive
and ambient way to detect potential alarm situations such as falls, but
more interestingly their well-being and behaviours can also be studied
longitudinally and over time such as months or years we can detect
changes in their movement, occupancy, eating habits, sleeping, social
interaction with others, etc. This is a form of lifelogging in that it is
passive, not initiated by the user, and although does not come from
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wearable sensors, it does generate a form of lifelogs for the individual
which can be queried or otherwise processed by interested parties.
5.2 Population-based lifelogging applications
Population-based lifelogging applications are those where the lifelogs
are processed and combined to allow us to infer something about the
population of users as a group. Sometimes the populations originate
from a single organisation, like a corporation, sometimes they are a
sample of research subjects, sometimes they are self-selected such as
a family or group of friends. We now give three diverse examples of
such lifelogging, in a healthcare clinical practice, in qualitative market
analysis and in family reminiscing.
One of the earliest uses of lifelogging across a population has been
to capture and processes procedures in a corporate or other workplace
environment. Past work has been reported in Byrne et al. (2008a);
Kumpulainen et al. (2009), where healthcare workers in a clinical prac-
tice would typically log their work at the end of their shift but in this
case they used visual lifelogs to trigger their own recall of their day.
In particular this was used in an analyses to better understand the in-
formation needs of clinicians in hospitals in Finland. This information
was subsequently used for process improvement in information access
tools for those clinicians.
A second example of population-based lifelogging is in qualitative
market research where market research firms are interested in qualita-
tive research based on participants recording lifelog data as to charac-
terise their lifestyles across a demography of participants and to use this
(visual) data to determine their exposure to particular brand names
and logos, e.g. Berry et al. (2010); Hughes et al. (2012). Such analy-
ses are based on earlier established work in the memory domain, and
in computer vision using SIFT/SURF computer vision techniques to
search for behavioural real-world activities and also logos/brands, as
described in Hughes et al. (2012). This work takes the Gordon Bell ap-
proach of capturing everything because we can, and thereafter finding
some particular use-cases for it later. In particular, when a wearer is
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exposed to a brand name or logo, market research is very interested in
what the wearer was doing, who s/he was with, etc., and this level of
qualitative market research cannot be reliably captured on large-scale
by typical manual surveys or questionnaires.
A third example of population-based lifelogging is where family
memories can be created as the aggregation of individual family mem-
bers’ contributions from their own digital memories of some family
event or celebration, e.g. Petrelli and Whittaker (2010). Caprani et al.
(2010) worked with older people using the SenseCam and then sharing
their experiences with others, Lindley has also done similar work in
Lindley et al. (2011) and de Silva et al. (2007) developed an interactive
multimedia diary for the home that was evaluated with real-families in
a replicated home environment. For the most part, these family stories
were created just for posterity, however Kikhia et al. (2010) present
work on creating digital life stories from groups of individuals for use
in memory support.
Lifelogging has societal applications in terms of better fidelity in
measuring the behaviour of groups of individuals in a given population
which helps inform policies for tasks like transport planning, environ-
ment understanding, and relationships between lifestyle exposures and
disease outcomes. For example the relationships between lifestyle be-
haviours and health outcomes are usually based on self-reported data
which is prone to measurement error. As we saw earlier, lifelogging
sensors, such as wearable cameras and their associated software tools
have developed to the point that they are well-suited to measure phys-
ical activity, sedentary behaviour, active travel, and nutrition-related
behaviours across populations of users and this has been discussed in
Doherty et al. (2013a). We have also seen population-level studies of
social dynamics by using mobile Bluetooth proximity as a sensor in
lifelogging and described in Eagle and Pentland (2006).
Some specific examples of wearable camera lifelogging tools used
by public health researchers and others to help inform policy decisions
include:
• Kelly et al. (2011, 2012), who used wearable cameras to iden-
tify self-reporting errors in travel behaviour in both adults and
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adolescents;
• Doherty et al. (2013c), who were able to identify sedentary, light,
moderate, and vigorous intensity physical activities through a
combination of accelerometers from which they can automatically
identify episodes of interest and cross-correlate with images from
wearable cameras to manually classify those episode types;
• Kerr et al. (2013), who employed an annotation framework to
manually categorise sedentary behaviours in fine-grained detail
to better identify factors that may be driving such behaviour;
• Reddy et al. (2007a), who were able to identify self-reporting
errors in a behaviour study of the nutrition intake of igroups
of ndividuals using a mobile phone with a camera embedded to
capture pictures automatically;
• O’Loughlin et al. (2013); Gemming et al. (2013), both of whom
found that they were able to help participants to identify forgot-
ten calories through using wearable camera images as memory
prompts;
• May and Warrington (2012), who employed lifelogging tools in
the sports domain, where the activity levels, rest times, etc. for
search and rescue helicopter crews were recorded in order to help
determine training needs.
All these are examples of group or population-level rather than in-
dividual lifelogging applications, where the individual lifelogs are pro-
cessed and information is extracted and aggregated across individuals
and into groups into something useful for the underlying policy ques-
tion.
5.3 Potential applications of lifelogging in information re-
trieval
Initial applications of lifelogging are firmly routed in the domain of
healthcare or quantified-self analysis and in general they rely on a single
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or reduced set of sensors (e.g. accelerometer only, wearable camera only,
etc.). The potential for lifelogging is far greater than these initial use-
cases would lead the reader to believe. Bell and Gemmell (2009) in their
book “Total Recall” provide a positive and optimistic bigger picture of
the potential of lifelogging. The reader of Total Recall is introduced
to the belief that lifelogging will revolutionise healthcare, productivity,
learning and social society. Each of these four areas of potential are
examined in detail in the book. Considering this viewpoint, coupled
with the optimistic outlook of Ray Kurzweil concerning the exponential
growth rate of information technologies, then we can begin to imagine
a world in which the detailed digital tracing of everything we do gets
captured into our lifelog, processed to extract semantics and meaning
and used to support us in our daily life. As of yet, nobody has managed
to create such a detailed lifelog, though there are efforts underway, as
outlined earlier.
While the potential applications of lifelogging are not yet well
understood, it is possible that, given appropriate capture and ac-
cess/interaction hardware (e.g. Google Glass is one potential technol-
ogy), that armies of app developers will come up with ingenious ap-
plications and tools that fulfil some, or all of, the lifelogging visions of
people such as Bell and Gemmell. Inevitably, search and information
retrieval are the fundamental enablers for many kinds of lifelogging
applications.
We have described earlier how the five Rs of memory access provide
initial cues for how these search tools could be developed. However,
possibly the biggest immediate potential for lifelogging technologies
within an information retrieval framework is in providing new sources
of data for contextual models of retrieval.
Models of information retrieval are an essential underpinning to pro-
gressing the area and information retrieval models for have been around
for decades going back to, Kuhlthau (1991), Järvelin andWilson (2003),
Bates (2002), and Ingwersen and Järvelin (2005). As recently as 2011,
Järvelin produced a summary review article on the topic in Järvelin
(2011). These models of the information seeking process in informa-
tion retrieval have always acknowledged the capturing and leveraging
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context as being one of the grand challenges in information retrieval,
Allan et al. (2003a); Callan et al. (2007); Allan et al. (2012). Even in
the area of multimedia information retrieval, it is now recognised that
in order to make a quantum leap that supports the high demands of
users, we need to make a significant step in the area of understanding
users, understanding what they are doing, and why. Hanjalic (2012)
refers to this as requiring a utility-centered research focus which we can
interpret as simply a need to know more about the people who are
doing the searching.
The FnTIR review of Contextual IR byMelucci (2012), introduces
contextual search within a computational framework based on contex-
tual variables, contextual factors and statistical models. It describes
how statistical models can process contextual variables to infer the
contextual factors underlying the current search context. Then we take
it a bit further by introducing the idea of using context in addition to
content in applications like managing our own personal digital photos,
which has been strongly advocated in Sinha and Jain (2008), where
they coined the term “contenxt”. In that work though, they do not
make much progress on defining how to capture contenxt when it ap-
plies to users who are searching for photos and instead they focus on
capturing the contenxt in which the photos have been taken/captured,
such aspects as location and time.
Since the aim of lifelogging is to gather a detailed digital trace, then
it follows that a real-time lifelog could be the ultimate form of context
to help interpret the user, the user’s environment and the information
needs of the user. There is potential not only to know what the user
is doing at any point in time, but also what the user is looking at,
hearing, experiencing; add to that the historical context (the current
state of the user is stored at every moment prior to that) and the model
of the user can become the ultimate form of context. The information
retrieval system will know the user in extreme detail and be able to
tailor information to the user, either in response to an information need
(most probably spoken) or through some form of real-time context-
aware recommendation engine. It is believed that we are moving into
a world where search is ubiquitous, omnipresent and intelligent, then
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lifelog sourced contenxt will be an enabling technology. Our information
retrieval technologies will operate with ubiquitous/pervasive computing
concepts to generate a new retrieval environment in which the user’s
everyday activities becomes an extreme form of user context. This will
provide new challenges for information retrieval, ubiquitous computing
and user experience modelling. In many ways, we are at the point
in time when advances in sensing, storage and search all lead to a
potential paradigm shift in how we access information and knowledge,
with lifelogging technologies providing a platform upon which these
information access advances are built.
6
Conclusions and Issues
We have observed a convergence of technologies to foster the emergence
of lifelogging as a mainstream activity. In order for this potential to be
realised, there are a number of issues to be addressed. In this final
chapter, we will explore some of these issues, which are based on a
combination of the scientific literature and personal experience of real-
world lifelogging.
6.1 Issues with lifelogging
Lifelogging has the potential to both excite as well as instill fear and
concern, as with any new technology. As far back as 1888, when Kodak
produced the world’s first portable camera, the advent of this camera
technology was so sudden and pervasive that Kodaks were banned in
some public places in the US and some users of cameras were referred
to as “camera fiends” who were supposedly seen near beach resorts
awaiting the arrival of unsuspecting female bathers. The recent an-
nouncement of Google Glass has caused a similar reaction with the
device being banned from certain bars, casinos, drivers being fined for
wearing Glass while driving with even a ban being considered for drivers
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on UK roads. Add to that the new terminology of “glasshole” to de-
scribe the type of person that constantly interacts with their Glass,
ignoring the outside world, and we can see that both the early cameras
and the latest wearable computing devices have received similar soci-
etal responses. Consider also the reaction of people to first generation
pagers, mobile phones, SMS-enabled phones, the Sony Walkman, tablet
PCs and we can see that many new technologies were initially seen as
elitist, not part of mainstream society and inherently disruptive; that
is until they became more affordable and mass-adoption took place as
the technology moved into the early/late majority adoption. Therefore,
when discussing the potential of lifelogging, it important to consider
the issues that raise concerns, both technically and societally at this
point in time, as lifelogging is currently at the innovators phase in the
technology adoption lifecycle model, as described in Rogers (2003).
There is a data capture challenge in supporting individuals to cap-
ture detailed digital traces of their life activity into the lifelog. As more
early adaptors begin to gather lifelogs, the available technologies will
also increase and the human effort required to gather lifelogs will be
reduced. It is likely that, over time, additional sources of lifelog data
will come on-stream so our semantic understanding tools and informa-
tion retrieval techniques need to be flexible to increasing volumes and
types of lifelog data.
Societal acceptance of lifelogging is also a major issue. There has
been a noticeable polar positive/negative response to the impending
release of Google Glass, which, although not a lifelogging technology
in its own right, has the potential to become a powerful lifelogging
tool as app developers (e.g. Saga, Moves) port their lifelog technology
to glassware. Judging by past history, it is likely that lifelogging as a
new technology will become more acceptable as it becomes more main-
stream and as the positive benefits of the technology become better
understood. This, however, is dependent on the ready availability of
sufficient novel applications that put lifelogging’s positive benefits at
the core of the societal debate, as opposed to the privacy debate at
present.
There are many privacy concerns to be addressed as lifelogging
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becomes more commonplace; Kelly et al. (2013); Price (2010); Jacque-
mard et al. (2013) introduce these issues. For basic forms of lifelogging,
such as quantified-self analysis using small personal sensors such as
the FitBit, then there is no privacy concern as the monitoring occurs
inwards (i.e. towards the individual); however when using a broader
set of sensors (camera, microphone, etc.) then the sensing looks both
inwards and outwards with inevitable consequences on privacy beyond
the lifelogger. This means that we can identify three actors in lifelog-
ging; the lifelogger, the bystanders encountered by the lifelogger and
society as a whole. Wearing a SenseCam or any visual capture device in
a public place will inevitably mean capturing the images of bystanders
who have not given permission to capture their images; a similar issue
occurs with microphone recording or video recording. This means that
the very act of passing by a lifelogger will result in the capture, storage
and processing of a bystander’s image. Considering society as an actor
in lifelogging, society as a whole needs to understand the implications
of lifelogging, both positive and negative.
As lifelogging becomes more mainstream, O’Hara et al. (2009)
points out that privacy concerns of society may be offset by the em-
powerment of the individual as new lifelogging applications come on-
stream, or we may develop lifelogging systems that integrate “pri-
vacy by design” into the development process. Privacy by design is
a proposed framework for ubiquitous computing, first introduced by in
Langheinrich (2001), in which privacy and data protection are embed-
ded as core considerations throughout the entire life cycle of a tech-
nology, from the early design stage to their deployment, use and even-
tual disposal. Privacy by design principles are based on seven foun-
dations from Cavoukian (2010); proactive not reactive, privacy as the
default configuration, privacy embedded into the design, privacy as
additional (not reduced) functionality, end-to-end data security, visi-
bility/transparency and respect for the privacy of the individual user.
These seven principles provide an initial set of guidelines for developing
privacy-aware lifelogging systems. While privacy by design is obviously
a positive concept, it has received criticism for bring vague and lack-
ing detail in how to actually implement such a concept while meeting
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the functional requirements of the system under development; for de-
tails see Gürses et al. (2011). With regard to lifelogging, there is an
inevitable tradeoff between privacy and functionality, and where lifel-
ogging settles on this tradeoff is yet to be seen. In any case, the concept
of privacy by design is likely to become a core component of any large-
scale lifelogging solution and it is something that information retrieval
developers need to take into account when developing lifelogging or-
ganisation and retrieval tools.
One of the key issues that we have not touched yet is the ethics of
lifelogging. There has been research into the ethical issues surrounding
lifeloging as in Kelly et al. (2013); Jacquemard et al. (2013). For exam-
ple, if my lifelog contains data of someone committing a crime (even a
minor infringement such as somebody parked on a double-yellow line)
then am I obliged to report it? It will be important to critically reflect
on, and analyse the ongoing technological and scientific developments
and the Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues (ELSI) that might arise from
lifelogging. Initial thoughts in Kelly et al. (2013) propose a framework
that is motivated by principles such as: respect for autonomy; benefi-
cence; non-maleficence; and justice and is related to, though not linked
to, the concept of privacy by design.
In lifelogging, there are also data ownership and access challenges,
in terms of where to store the data and who owns it, who can access it
and how long to keep it? The private nature of lifelog data means that
for some users, the idea of hosting it in a cloud-based service would not
be acceptable. For others, the convenience of hosting the vast archives
on a cloud infrastructure where the service provider takes responsibility
for data hosting, backup, security and providing the retrieval facilities
would be far more important than any perceived loss of control of
the data in the cloud. In reality, for most lifeloggers, the challenges of
self-hosting the data would be too great without some secure personal
semantic memory being made available.
Naturally, the storage location of the data has implications on how
we develop lifelogging solutions; for example, if the data gathering de-
vice extracts basic semantics and metadata from the captured data
streams and uploads only this data to a organisation/retrieval server,
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leaving the actual data on a local machine, then it is potentially im-
possible to re-analyse the lifelog data to extract new semantics once
the data has been initially uploaded. In addition, if the lifelog is hosted
across different locations, there could be the challenge of supporting
federated search or cross-archive federated retrieval. Other issues such
as supporting retrieval across multiple (e.g. shared within a family) lifel-
ogs would also pose significant distributed retrieval challenges. There
are also issues such as long term storage of the data and the suggestion
that data degradation/forgetting should be supported.
Other issues such as ownership of the lifelog within a lifelogger’s
lifetime are more straightforward. It is our assumption that the lifelog
is owned by the data gatherer. Questions remain on what to do with
lifelog data when someone dies. Should the data be deleted, or passed
onto a trusted (or named) relative? If passed on, the question of how
long to keep the data arises; should the data be kept forever or for
one (or more) generations? Digital storage advances means that the
data should cost little to maintain indefinitely. Potentially, a lifelog
could be retained forever, once digital library concerns of long-term
preservation and format updating have been considered. Lifelogs of
past individuals could provide a valuable historical context, however it
must be remembered that they could contain a complete digital trace
of life, the most detailed digital footprint, which raises privacy concerns
for the lifelogger, even after the lifelogging has ceased. Massimi has led
research into some of these ’after-lifelogging’ issues, see Massimi and
Baecker (2010) and this has also been explored in various movies and
broadcast media.
Sharing of lifelogs also needs some consideration. If a lifelog (or part
of) is shared with family members, then how does this impact on the
retrieval algorithms employed and the presentation of query results? If
sharing of a lifelog is allowed according to certain access policies, then
these would need to be caluclated in real-time (as policies change) and
this would impact on the indexes available for retrieval.
Lifelogging must also deal with the issue of allowing individuals to
forget or suppress past bad experiences. Mayer-Schonberger (2011) tells
us that forgetting is beneficial to humans and has a natural function.
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Does lifelogging negate the ability to forget, or does lifelogging simply
provide the facility to retrieve if desired? The concept of forgetting
has attracted comment in lifelogging circles and by some is seen as
the antithesis of forgetting, as explained by O’Hara et al. (2009) while
other efforts have been aimed at modelling the human experience of
forgetting in surrogate memories, as explored in Gurrin et al. (2010b).
We also identify a lack of systematic lifelogging research to date.
Throughout this volume, we have alluded to the fact that lifelogging
is a technology in its infancy. Factors such as the lack-of-maturity of
the data gathering technologies, the resultant overhead of gathering a
test collection and the challenges of getting enough users has resulted
in lifelogging not receiving much research attention to date, especially
from the information retrieval community. We hope, going forward,
that this will change and that information retrieval technologies de-
veloped to provide retrieval on semantic memory can be refined and
made applicable to the episodic memory of lifelogging. We note that
there is no guarantee of how effective our retrieval technologies for se-
mantic memory will work on episodic lifelogs, or more specifically, do
the traditional retrieval techniques developed over decades for search-
ing our equivalent of semantic memory (facts, documents, web pages,
etc) have applicability in some adjusted way to allow search through
a lifelog which is a collection of episodic memories? In Chapter 4, we
discussed the importance of events in lifelogs, a direct application of
episodic principles; there is no equivalent in conventional information
retrieval, so there is a body of research to be done to modify the infor-
mation retrieval models to operate effectively on episodic lifelog data.
There are a diverse set of proposed solutions to interact with lifelog
data. However no compelling experiments have been carried out to
evaluate the effectiveness of these approaches in comparison to each
other. The best solution may represent a combination of some of the
aforementioned approaches, but this requires significant levels amounts
of research.
Finally, to end this discussion, we turn to schools of lifelogging.
Here we can identify two major schools of lifelogging. Gordon Bell’s
school is that we record everything just because we can, as described
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in Total Recall, Bell and Gemmell (2009), the assumption being that
this data might very well be useful later. The counter-view is proposed
in Sellen and Whittaker (2010), which is that one should record only
what we want and when we want it; this is more like Quantified-Self
analysis. Both have their pros and cons, but our understanding at this
point is that the Sellen & Whittaker viewpoint doesn’t capture the case
of something growing in importance or significance later as you can’t
determine the importance at the time of capture. This has additional
drawbacks in that data never captured in the first place can never
be re-processed to extract semantics or meaning after the fact as new
semantic analysis tools or use-cases emerge. In reality, on a practical
level, you only get one shot at sampling life experience data, so we
consider it best to gather the data with the future in mind, and not
the present use-cases.
6.2 Future directions
Lifelogging is a technology in its infancy. There are numerous challenges
mentioned above, each of which demands attention. Nothwithstanding
these, and with the caveat that we are only beginning to explore the
concept of lifelogging, we suggest some potential future directions for
lifelogging to follow:
• Enhanced Capture. Currently our sensing technologies are still
relatively rudimentary. We can sense aspects of a person’s envi-
ronment, their actions/interactions, a lot of what they see and
hear, and to some extent their interests (via information interac-
tions). However, this only provides a snapshot of life activities for
the lifelog, and it remains for the surrogate memory to generate
semantic interpretations of this data and make it useful for the
user. More detailed human sensing (via next generation wearable
sensors, Brain Computer Interfaces, etc.) would allow for much
more detailed capture of the semantics of life, where concepts such
as sentiment/mood/emotion could conceivably be captured into
the lifelog. While this may seem far-fetched, continual advances
in Brain Computer Interface technology slowly edge us closer to
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this point. The end point of this effort would be the modeling
of both episodic and semantic memory within lifelogs, whereas
currently lifelogging focuses on episodic memory logging;
• Integration of lifelogging context information with search engines.
Lifelogging, as discussed earlier, provides a rich and novel source
of data for contextual information retrieval. It is likely that new
approaches to contextual understanding for omnipresent and in-
telligent search will emerge from both real-time lifelog streams as
well as historical context from lifelog archives. Utilising this data
will provide both new challenges and new opportunities to the
Information Retrieval researcher;
• Use-cases. As lifelogging becomes a more popular activity, the
use cases will become more clear. This will inform development
of capture technologies but most importantly, from the retrieval
point of view, it will inform the information needs for real-world
users, as opposed to relying on the early adopters or the five Rs of
memory access. The book “Total Recall” provides a good initial
overview of the potential use cases;
• Anonymisation of Lifelogs. With privacy concerns in mind, the
issue of anonymising unknown passers-by in lifelogs will surely
receive research attention. It is our belief that this should be a
access-time, dynamic process, based on user access policies, as
opposed to a non-reversible capture-time process.
• Recreating the Person. A more far-fetched concept, but one that
is receiving attention and funding at present is the idea that the
lifelog can be used to recreate the individual in digital form (an
avatar) by using the detailed trace from the lifelog as source data.
Some futurists (e.g. Ray Kurzweil) have gone so far as to suggest
that the human is an information processing machine, the mem-
ory of which can be replicated / enhanced indefinitely inside of
an information processing machine that relies on lifelog data as
the source of memory data;
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• Humanising Technology. A final and perhaps more down-to-earth
concept is that lifelog principles can be applied to inanimate
items to provide a semblance of episodic memory or personality;
an early prototype is described in Yang et al. (2012) which uses
lifelogging technology to put a human-like interface to a standard
coffee machine. This has most potential when combined with re-
search into the development of humanoid robotics.
6.3 Conclusion
It is difficult to predict whether lifelogging will become mainstream or
not. The first generation of use cases are only beginning to be under-
stood and the potential is not yet clear. We may find that wearable
sensing that impacts on bystanders and society as a whole (specifi-
cally cameras) is a step too far for society, or the benefits of extreme
lifelogging may not live up to the potential. On the other hand, the
new lifelogging technologies could be embraced as society has embraced
smartphones and social networking in recent years. We have yet to see.
A lot is dependent on the first generation use cases, which require
the input of information retrieval to develop effective lifelogging ap-
plications of surrogate memories. The effectiveness of the underlying
information organisation tools will be key in whether lifelogging takes
off as a commonly employed technology. As the field of information re-
trieval inevitably helped to progress web search, a similar requirement
would be made on information retrieval to help progress lifelogging
from a topic for early adopters to become a widely used and beneficial
technology. It may appear at present that the future uptake of extreme
lifelogging would be very small; however we can already see the up-
take of the initial quantified-self and health-based applications and if
this trend continues to increase, then lifelogging may be following a
few years behind. If that is the case, lifelogging will surely keep the
Information Retrieval scientist busy for the foreseeable future.
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